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Abstract

Multiple virtual machines (VMs) created in a single physical platform or vServer greatly improve the efficiency of data centers by enabling more work from less hardware. Multiple vServer and associated virtual machines work together as one cluster make good use of resources of each vServer that are scattered into different data centers or vServers. VMs have their lifecycles from VM creation, VM Power on to VM Power off and VM deletion. The VMs may also move across the participating virtualization hosts (e.g., the virtualization server, hypervisor). This document discusses how VMs, vServers and overlay network are managed by leveraging control plane function and management plane function and desired signaling functionalities for Network Virtualization Overlay.
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1. Introduction

Multiple virtual machines (VMs) created in a single physical platform greatly improve the efficiency of data centers by enabling more work from less hardware. Multiple vServer and associated virtual machines work together as one cluster make good use of resources of each vServer that are scattered into different data centers or vServers. VMs have their lifecycles from VM creation, VM startup to VM poweroff and VM deletion. The VMs may also move across the participating virtualization hosts (e.g., the virtualization server or hypervisor). One example is, as the workload on one physical server increases or physical server needs upgrade, VMs can be moved to other available lightweight-workload servers to ensure that service level agreement and response time requirements are met. We call this VM movement or relocation as VM migration. When the workload decreases, the VMs can be moved back, allowing the unused server powered off to save cost and energy. Another example is as one tenant moves, VMs associated with this tenant may also move to the place that is more close to the tenant and provides better user experience (e.g., larger bandwidth with lower latency). We call such movements as VM mobility. VM migration refers to the transfer of a VM image including memory, storage and network connectivity while VM mobility refers to sending data to the moving tenant associated with the VM and emphasizes service non-disruption during a tenant’s movement. This document advocates the distinction between VM mobility and VM migration, both important notions in VM management. The implication is that different signaling or protocols for VM mobility and VM migration might be chosen to automate Network Management for VM Movement, thus possibly reusing the existing protocols or schemes to manage VM migration and VM mobility separately. Unfortunately we sometimes mixed them up or don’t distinct VM migration management from VM mobility management and intend to utilize one common protocol to support both VM migration and VM mobility, which seems to simplify the overall protocol design but it is difficult or impossible to run one such protocol across both VM mobility management system that manages VM mobility and VM management platform that manages VM attributes.

This document discusses how VMs, vServer and overlay network to which VMs are connecting are managed, signaling for VM, overlay network management and argues VMs need management or control functionality support but can be managed without VM mobility functionality support.
2. Terminology

2.1. Standards Language

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].
3. Discussions

3.1. VM awareness and VM movement awareness

Virtual machines usually operate under the control of a server virtualization software residing on the physical compute server. The server virtualization software is commonly referred to as 'hypervisor'. The hypervisor is the container of the VM and provides shared compute/memory/storage and network connectivity to each VM that it hosts. Therefore the hypervisor or the virtualized server MUST be aware of VMs that it hosts. However it should not be aware of VMs that it doesn't host. When VMs hosted in different virtualization servers need to communicate each other, packets from one VM will be forwarded by a virtual switch within the virtualization server or the hypervisor to other VMs on another virtualization server. Since the virtual switch resides within the hypervisor or virtualization server, the rule on VM awareness applied to the hypervisor should apply to virtual switch too.

Unlike VM awareness, VM movement awareness is the capability of knowing the location update of the VM. For example, when a VM moves out of the hypervisor and goes to another host, the original hypervisor that hosts the VM is aware of VM movement or location changing but may not be able to keep track of the new location after the VM moves. Therefore one external party that maintains the mapping between the VM’s identity and the VM’s current location is needed which keeps track VM movements.

3.2. Why VM migration

VM migration refers to VM movement within a virtual environment in response to events, conditions or based on requirements. The events or conditions could be, for example, very high workloads experienced by the VMs or upgrades of the physical server or virtualization server, load balancing between virtualization servers. The requirements could be, for example, low power and low cost requirements or service continuity requirement. When a VM is moved without service disruption, we usually call this VM movement as VM mobility. However it is very difficult to provide transparent VM mobility support since it not only needs to keep connection uninterrupted but also needs to move the whole VM image from one place to another place, which may take a long down time (e.g., more than 400 ms) and can be noticed by the end user.

Fortunately, VMs may be migrated without VM mobility support. For example, a server manager or administrator can move a running virtual machine or application between different physical machines without disconnecting the client or application if the client or application
supports VM suspending and resuming operation or stopped at the source before the movement and restart at the destination after movement.

In some case when VM mobility is really needed, it is recommended that one copy of VM SHOULD be replicated from the source to the destination and during VM replication, thus the VM running on the source should not be affected. When VM replication to the destination completes and the VM on the destination restarts, the VM on the source can be stopped. However how the VM on the destination coordinates with the VM on the source to know whom the latter is communicating with is a challenging issue.

3.3. Who manages VM

To ensure the quality of applications (e.g., real-time applications) or provide the same service level agreement, the VM’s state (i.e., the network attributes and policies associated with the VM) should be moved with the VM as well when the VM moves across participating virtualization hosts (e.g., virtualization server or hypervisor). These network attributes associated with VM should be enforced on the physical switch and the virtual switch corresponding to VM to avoid security and access threats. The hypervisor or the virtualization server may maintain the network attributes for each VM. However when VMs are moved from the previous server to the new server, the old server and the new server may have no means to find each other. Therefore one external party called VM network management system (e.g., Cloud Broker) is needed and should get involved to coordinate between the old server and the new server to establish the association between network attributes/policies and the VM’s identity. If the VM management system does not span across data center and the VM is moved between data centers, the VM network management system in one data center may also need to coordinate with VM network management system in another data center.

3.4. VM Grouping

VM grouping significantly simplifies the administration tasks when managing large numbers of virtual machines, as new VMs are simply added to existing groups. With grouping, similar VMs can be grouped together and assigned with the same networking policies to all members of the group to ensure consistent allocation of resources and security measures to meet service level goals. Members of the group retain the group attributes wherever they are located or move within the virtual environment, providing a basis for dynamic policy assignments. VM groups can be maintained or distributed on the virtualization server or can be maintained on a centralized place, e.g., the VM management platform that manages all the virtualization.
servers in the data center. VM groups maintained on each virtualization server may change at any time due to various VM operations (e.g., VM adding, VM removing, VM moving). Therefore VM groups need to be synchronized with the central VM management platform. Profiles containing network configurations such as VLAN, traffic shaping and ACLs for VM groups can be automatically synchronized to the central VM management platform as well. This way, consistent network policies can be enforced regardless of the VM’s location.

3.5. What VM information should be managed

The ability to identify VMs within the physical hosts is very important. With the ability to identify each VM uniquely, the administrator can apply the same philosophy to VMs as used with physical servers. VLAN and QoS settings can be provisioned and ACL attributes can be set at a VM level with permit and deny actions based on layer 2 to layer 4 information. In the VM environment, a VM is usually identified by MAC or IP address and belongs to one tenant. Typically, one tenant may possess one VM or a group of VMs in one virtual network or several groups of VMs distributed in multiple virtual networks. On the request of the tenant, a VM can be added, removed and moved by the virtualization server or the hypervisor. When the VM moves, the network attributes or configuration attributes associated with the VM should also be moved with the VM as well to ensure that the service level agreement and response times are met. These network attributes include access and tunnel policies and (L2 and/or L3) forwarding functions and should be moved with the VM information. We use Virtual Network Instance ID to represent those network attributes. One tenant has at least one Virtual Network ID. Therefore each tenant should at least include the following information:

- vCenter Name or Identifier
- vServer Name or Identifier
- Virtual Network ID (VNID)
- VLAN tag value
- VM Group ID
- VM MAC/IP address

Note that Tenant may have tenant ID which could be combination of these information.
3.6. Who Triggers or Controls VM Movements

VM can be moved within the virtual environment in response to events or conditions. An issue here is who triggers and controls VM movement? In a small scale or large scale data center, the server administrator is usually not aware of VM movement and may respond quickly to system fault or server overload and move a virtual machine or a group of VMs to different physical machines. However it is hard for the server administrator to response to dynamic VM movement and creation since he doesn’t keep track of VM movements.

In large scale data centers, the server administrator may be more hesitated to utilize VM movements because of the time demands of managing the related networking requirements. Therefore automated solutions that safely create and move virtual machines and free VM network or Server administrators from their responsibilities is highly required.

The external party (i.e., the control or management plane function) is needed to play the role of server administrator and should support keeping track of VM movement and response quickly to dynamic VM creation and movement.

When one tenant moves from one place to another place, VM movement associated tenant should be informed to the control or management plane function. When one tenant requests to improve the quality of application and shorten the response time, the control or management function can trigger VM being moved to the server that is closer to the user.

3.7. VM Monitoring

In order to sort out bad VMs, VM monitoring is very important. The VM monitor mechanism keeps track of the availability of VMs and their resource entitlements and utilization, e.g., CPU utilization, Disk and memory utilization, network utilization, network storage utilization. It ensures that there is no overloading of resources whereby many service requests cannot be simultaneously fulfilled due to limited resource available. VM monitor is also useful for server administrations and report the status information of VMs or VM groups in each server to the VM management and provision system.
4. Use Cases

4.1. On Demand Network Provision Automation within the data center

The Tenant Alice is logging into user portal via her laptop and request playing Cloud gaming using VM she has already rented, the request is redirected to the provision system vCenter, the vCenter retrieves service configuration information and locate which vServer the VM belongs to and then provision resources for VM running on that vServer. The vServer signals the VM operation parameter update to the NVE to which the VM is connecting. In turn, the NVE device interacts with the DC nDirector to configure policy and populate the forwarding table to each network element (e.g., ToR, DC GW), in the path from the Tenant End System to the NVE Device. In addition, the DC nDirector may also populate the mapping table to map the destination address (either L2 or L3) of a packet received from a VM into the corresponding destination address of the NVE device.
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4.2. Large inter-data centers Layer 2 interconnection and data forwarding

When the tenant Alice using VM1 in data center1 communicates with tenant Bob using VM2 in data center2, the VM1 should already know layer2 identity of VM2, however the VM1 may not know which NVE Edge the VM2 is placed behind, in order to learn the location of the remote NVE Device associated VM2, the mapping table is needed on the local NVE Device associated with VM1 which is used to map the final destination (i.e., the identity of VM2) to the destination address of the remote NVE device associated with VM2. In order to realize this, the nDirector should tell the local NVE device associated with VM1 about layer 3 location identifier of remote NVE device associated with VM2 and establish mapping between layer 2 VM2 identity and layer 3 identity of the remote NVE Edge associated with VM2. In addition, the nDirector may tell all the remote NVE devices associated with the VM which the VM1 is communicating with to establish the mapping between layer 2 VM1 identity and layer 3 identity of the local NVE Device associated with VM1. When this is done, the data packet from VM1 can be sent to the NVE device associated with VM1, the NVE Device associated with VM1 can identify layer 2 frame targeted for remote destination based on established mapping table, encapsulates it into IP packet and transmit it across layer 3 network. After the packet arrives at the remote NVE Edge, the remove NVE Edge device decapsulates layer 3 packet, take out layer 2 frame and forward it to ultimate destination VM2.
4.3. Enable multiple data centers present as one

In order to support more data centers interconnection and enable more efficient use of resources in each data center, multiple data centers may closely coordinate with each other to better load balancing capability and work as one large DC with the involvement of the nDirector that manages DCs, e.g., DC nDirector in each data center may coordinate with each other and form one common control plane.
4.4. VM migration and mobility across data centers

The Tenant Alice is using VM1 in data center 1 to communicate with the tenant Bob who is using VM9 in data center 2. For business reason, the tenant Alice travels to the Bob’s city where the data center 2 situates but still use VM1 in the data center 1 to communicate with the tenant Bob. In order to provide better user experience, the VM1 may be move from vServer 1 to the new vServer 3 in the data center 2 which is more close to where the tenant Alice is located. The vCenter can get involved to interact with data center 1 and data center 2 and help replicate and relocate VM1 to the new location. In the meanwhile, when VM movement is done, the NVE device connecting to VM1 and associated with vServer 3 should interact with the nDirector to update mapping table maintained in the nDirector by the new NVE device location associated with VM1. In turn, the nDirector should update the mapping tables in all the NVE device associated with the VM which VM1 is communicating with.
5. General Network Virtualization Architecture

When multiple virtual machines (VMs) created in one vServer, VM can be managed under this vServer. However, vServer can not be isolated node since VM can be moved from one to another vServer under the same or different data center which is beyond the control of the vServer who create that VM. We envision the Network virtualization architecture to consist of vServers (virtualization servers), nDirector and vCenters (the aforementioned VM and vServer management platform) and NVE Edges. The vCenter is placed on the management plane within each data center and can be used to manage a large number of vServers in each data center. The vServer is connecting to NVE Edge in its own data center either directly or via a switched network (typically Ethernet). The nDirector is placed on the control plane and manage one or multiple data centers. When the nDirector manages multiple data centers, the nDirector should interact with all the NVE Edges in each data center to facilitate large inter-data center Layer 2 interconnection, VM migration and mobility across data centers and enabling multiple data centers work and present as one.
5.1. NVE (Network Virtualization Edge Function)

As defined in section 1.2 of [I.D-ietf-nvo3-framework], it is a network entity that sits on the edge of the NVO3 network and could be implemented as part of a virtual switch within a hypervisor, a physical switch or router, a Network Service Appliance (e.g., NAT/FW). When VM1 connecting to one NVE Edge want to communicate with the other VMs which are connecting to the other NVE Edges, the NVE Edge associated with VM1 should distribute the mapping between layer 2 identity of VM1 and NVE Edge associated with VM1 by the nDirector to all the NVE Edges associated with VMs which VM1 is communicating.
with. In addition, the NVE Edge associated with VM1 either interact with the nDirector or learn from the other NVE Edges who is distributing mapping table through the nDirector to build mapping table between layer 2 identity of VMs which VM1 is communicating with the NVE Edge associated with VMs which VM1 is communicating with and based on such mapping table to forward the data packets.

5.2. vServer (virtualization Server)

The vServer is served as a platform for running virtual machines and is installed on the physical hardware in a virtualized environment and provide physical hardware resource dynamically to the virtual machines as needed. It is also referred to as "the virtualization server" or hypervisor. It may get instructions from provision systems (i.e., vCenters) to create, modify, terminate VM for each tenant. It may also interact with the NVE Edge to inform the NVE about the map or association between vserver, virtual machine and network connection. This interaction can also be used to release association between vServer and the NVE Edge.

5.3. vCenter (management plane function)

The vCenter is served as a platform for managing in one data center not only assignment of virtual machines to the vServer but also assignment of resources to the virtual machines and provide a single control point to the data center. It unifies the resources from individual vServer to be shared among virtual machines in the entire data center. It may interact with vServer to allocate virtual machines to the vServer and monitor performance of each vServer and each VM in the data center. The vCenter may maintain the map from vServer to Network connection which contain not only vServer configurations such as vServer name, vServer IP address port number but also VM configurations for each tenant end system associated with that vServer. When vCenter hierarchy is used, the root vCenter who has global view may interact with the child vCenter to decide which child vCenter is responsible for assigning the virtual machine to which vServer based on topological information and resource utilization information in each data center and local policy information.

5.4. nDirector (Control plane function)

The nDirector is implemented as part of DC Gateway and sits on top of the vCenter in each data center and is served as orchestrator layer to allow layer 2 interconnection and forwarding between data centers and enable multiple data centers to present as one. The nDirector may interact with the NVE Edge to populate forwarding table in the path from the NVE Edge Device to the Tenant End System and react to
the NVE request to assign network attributes such as VLAN, ACL, QoS parameters on all the network elements in the path from NVE device to the Tenant End System and manipulates the QoS control information in the path between the NVE Edges associated with VMs in communication. In addition, the nDirector may distribute mapping table between layer 2 identity of VM and the NVE Edge associate with that VM to all the other NVE Edges and maintain such mapping table in the nDirector.
6. vServer to vCenter management interface

6.1. VM Creation

   vCenter requests vServer to create a new virtual machine and allocate
   the resource for its execution.

6.2. VM Termination

   vCenter requests vServer to delete a virtual machine and clean up the
   underlying resources for that virtual machine.

6.3. VM Registration

   When a VM is created for one tenant in the vServer, the vServer may
   create VM profile for this tenant containing VM identity, VNID,
   port, VID and registers the VM configuration associated with this
   tenant to the vCenter. Upon receiving such a registration request,
   vCenter should check if it has already established VM profile for the
   corresponding tenant: if yes, vCenter should update the existing VM
   profile for that tenant, otherwise vCenter should create a new VM
   profile for that tenant.

6.4. VM Unregistration

   When a VM is removed for one tenant from the vServer, the vServer may
   remove VM profile for this tenant containing VM identity, VNID,
   port, VID and deregisters the VM configuration associated with that
   tenant to the vCenter. Upon receiving such a deregistration request,
   vCenter should check if it has already established VM profile for
   that tenant: if yes, vCenter should remove the existing VM profile
   for that tenant, otherwise other vCenter should report alert to the
   vServer.

6.5. VM Bulk Registration

   When a large number of VMs are created in one vServer and share the
   same template, the vServer may create a profile for a group of these
   VMs and send a bulk registration request containing the group
   identifier and associated VM profile to the vCenter. Upon receiving
   such a bulk registration request, vCenter should create or update the
   profile for a group of these VMs.

6.6. VM Bulk Unregistration

   When a large number of VMs are removed in one vServer and share the
   same template, the vServer may remove a profile for a group of these
   VMs and send a bulk unregistration request containing the group
identifier and associated VM profile to the vCenter. Upon receiving such a bulk registration request, vCenter should remove the profile for a group of these VMs.

6.7. VM Configuration Modification

vCenter requests vServer to update a virtual machine and reallocate the resource for its execution.

6.8. VM Profile Lookup/Discovery

When a VM1 in one vServer want to communicate with one VM2 in another vServer, the client associated with VM1 should check with vCenter based on VM2 identity to see if the profile for that VM2 already exists and which server maintains that VM configuration. If yes, vCenter should reply to the the client with the address or name of the vServer which the VM2 is situated in.

6.9. VM Relocation

When vCenter is triggered to move one VM or a group of VMs from one source vServer to another destination vServer, the vCenter should send a VM relocation request to both vServers and updates its profile to indicate the new vServer that maintains the VM configuration for that VM or a group of those VMs. The relocation request will trigger the VM image to be moved from the source vServer to the destination vServer.

6.10. VM Replication

One tenant moves between vServers or between data centers and may, as the internet user, want to access applications via the VM without service disruption. In order to achieve this, he can choose to access applications via the same VM without moving the VM when he moves. However, the VM he is using may be far away from where he stays. In order to provide better user experience, the tenant may request vCenter through the nDirector to move VM to the vServer that is more close to where he stays and keeps the service uninterrupted. In such case, the vCenter may interact with the vServer that hosts the original VM to chooses one vServer that is closer to the tenant and moves one copy of the VM image to the destination vServer.

6.11. VM Report

When one VM is created, moved, added, removed from the vServer, the VM monitor should be enabled to report the status information and resource availability of that VM to the vCenter. In this case, vCenter can know which server is overloaded, which server is unused
or least used.
7. nDirector to NVE Edge control interface

Signaling between the nDirector and NVE Device can be used to do three things:

- Enforce the network policy for each VM in the path from the NVE Edge associated with VM to the Tenant End System.
- Populate forwarding table in the path from the NVE Edge associated with VM to the Tenant End System in the data center.
- Populate mapping table in each NVE Edge that is in the virtual network across data centers under the control of the nDirector.

One could reuse existing protocols, among them NetConf, SNMP, RSVP, Radius, Diameter, to signal the messages between nDirector and NVE Edges. The nDirector need to know which NVE Edges belong to the same virtual network and then the distribute the routes between these NVE Edges to each NVE Edges belonging to the same virtual network. In additional the nDirector may interact with the NVE Edge and the associated overlay network in the data center in response to the provision request from the NVE Edge and populate forwarding table to the associated overlay Network elements in the data path from the Tenant End System to the NVE Edge and install network policy to the network elements in the data path between the Tenant End System and the NVE Edge. For details of Signaling control/forward plane information between network virtualization edges (NVEs), please see [I.D-wu-nvo3-nve2nve].
8. vServer to NVE Edge control interface

Signaling between vServer and NVE Edge is used to establish mapping between the vServer who host VM and network connection which VM relies on. For more details signaling and operation, please see relevant NVO3 draft.
9. Security Considerations

Threats may arise when VMs move into a hostile VM environment, e.g., when the VM identity is exploited by adversaries to launch denial of service or Phishing attacks[Phishing]. Further details are to be explored in the future version of this document.
10. IANA Considerations

This document has no actions for IANA.
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Abstract

This memo discusses issues with supporting multicast traffic in a network that uses Network Virtualization using Overlays over Layer 3. It lists the various mechanisms that may be used for multicast and describes some of the considerations.
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1 Introduction

Network virtualization using Overlays over Layer 3 (NVO3) is a technology that is used to address issues that arise in building large, multitenant data centers that make extensive use of server virtualization [PS].

This document is focused specifically on the problem of supporting multicast in networks that use NVO3. Because of the requirement of multi-destination delivery, multicast traffic poses some unique challenges.

The reader is assumed to be familiar with the terminology as defined in the NVO3 Framework document [FW].

2 Multicast mechanisms in networks that use NVO3

In NVO3 environments, traffic between NVEs is transported using a tunnel encapsulation such as VXLAN [VXLAN], NVGRE [NVGRE], STT [STT], etc.

Besides the need to support the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) and Neighbor Discovery (ND), there are several applications that require the support of multicast and/or broadcast in data centers [DC-MC]. With NVO3, there are four possible ways that multicast may be handled in such networks.

1. No multicast support.
2. Replication at the source NVE.
3. Replication at a multicast service node.
4. IP Multicast in the underlay.

These mechanisms are briefly mentioned in the NVO3 Framework [FW] document. This document attempts to fill in some more details about the basic mechanisms underlying each of these mechanisms and discusses the issues and tradeoffs of each.

2.1 No multicast support

In this scenario, there is no support whatsoever for multicast traffic when using the overlay. This can only work if the following conditions are met:

1. All of the traffic is unicast.
2. An oracle is used at the NVE to determine the MAC address-to-NVE mapping and to determine the MAC address-to-IP address bindings. In other words, there is no data plane learning, and address resolution
requests via ARP/ND that are issued by the VMs must be resolved by the NVE that they are attached to.

With this approach, certain multicast/broadcast applications such as DHCP can be supported by use of a helper function in the NVE.

The main issues that need to be addressed with this mechanism are the handling of hosts for which a mapping does not already exist in the oracle. This issue can be particularly challenging if such end systems are reachable through more than one NVE.

2.2 Replication at the source NVE

With this method, the overlay attempts to provide a multicast service without requiring any specific support from the underlay, other than that of a unicast service. A multicast or broadcast transmission is achieved by replicating the packet at the source NVE, and making copies, one for each destination NVE that the multicast packet must be sent to.

For this method to work, the source NVE must know, a priori, the IP addresses of all destination NVEs that need to receive the packet. For example, in the case of an ARP broadcast or an ND multicast, the source NVE must know the IP addresses of all the remote NVEs where there are members of the tenant subnet in question.

The obvious drawback with this method is that we have multiple copies of the same packet that will traverse any common links that are along the path to each of the destination NVEs. If, for example, a tenant subnet is spread across 50 NVEs, the packet would have to be replicated 50 times at the source NVE. This also creates an issue with the forwarding performance of the NVE, especially if it is implemented in software.

Note that this method is similar to what was used in VPLS [VPLS] prior to extensive support of MPLS multicast [MPLS-MC].

2.3 Replication at a multicast service node

With this method, all multicast packets would be sent using a unicast tunnel encapsulation to a multicast service node. The multicast service node, in turn, would create multiple copies of the packet and would deliver a copy, using a unicast tunnel encapsulation, to each of the NVEs that are part of the multicast group for which the packet is intended.

This mechanism is similar to that used by the ATM Forum’s LAN Emulation [LANE] specification [LANE].
Unlike the method described in Section 2.2, there is no performance impact at the ingress NVE, nor are there any issues with multiple copies of the same packet from the source NVE to the multicast service node. However, there remain issues with multiple copies of the same packet on links that are common to the paths from the multicast service node to each of the egress NVEs. Additional issues that are introduced with this method include the availability of the multicast service node, methods to scale the services offered by the multicast service node, and the sub-optimality of the delivery paths.

Finally, the IP address of the source NVE must be preserved in packet copies created at the multicast service node if data plane learning is in use. This could create problems if IP source address reverse path forwarding (RPF) checks are in use.

2.4 IP multicast in the underlay

In this method, the underlay supports IP multicast and the ingress NVE encapsulates the packet with the appropriate IP multicast address in the tunnel encapsulation header for delivery to the desired set of NVEs. The protocol in the underlay could be any variant of Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM).

With this method, there are none of the issues with the methods described in Sections 2.2.

With PIM Sparse Mode (PIM-SM), the number of flows required would be \((n \times g)\), where \(n\) is the number of source NVEs that source packets for the group, and \(g\) is the number of groups. Bidirectional PIM (BIDIR-PIM) would offer better scalability with the number of flows required being \(g\).

In the absence of any additional mechanism, e.g. using an oracle for address resolution, for optimal delivery, there would have to be a separate group for each tenant, plus a separate group for each multicast address (used for multicast applications) within a tenant. Additional considerations are that only the lower 23 bits of the IP address (regardless of whether IPv4 or IPv6 is in use) are mapped to the outer MAC address, and if there is equipment that prunes multicasts at Layer 2, there will be some aliasing. Finally, a mechanism to efficiently provision such addresses for each group would be required.

There are additional optimizations which are possible, but they come with their own restrictions. For example, a set of tenants may be restricted to some subset of NVEs and they could all share the same outer IP multicast group address. This however introduces a problem of sub-optimal delivery (even if a particular tenant within the group
of tenants doesn’t have a presence on one of the NVEs which another one does, the former’s multicast packets would still be delivered to that NVE). It also introduces an additional network management burden to optimize which tenants should be part of the same tenant group (based on the NVEs they share), which somewhat dilutes the value proposition of NVO3 which is to completely decouple the overlay and physical network design allowing complete freedom of placement of VMs anywhere within the data center.

2.5 Simultaneous use of more than one mechanism

While the mechanisms discussed in the previous section have been discussed individually, it is possible for implementations to rely on more than one of these. For example, the method of Section 2.1 could be used for minimizing ARP/ND, while at the same time, multicast applications may be supported by one, or a combination of, the other methods. For small multicast groups, the methods of source NVE replication or the use of a multicast service node may be attractive, while for larger multicast groups, the use of multicast in the underlay may be preferable.

3 Summary

This document has identified various mechanisms for supporting multicast in networks that use NVO3. It highlights the basics of each mechanism and some of the issues with them. As solutions are developed, the protocols would need to consider the use of these mechanisms and co-existence may be a consideration.

4 Security Considerations

This is an informational document, and as such, does not introduce any new security considerations beyond what may be present in proposed solutions.

5 IANA Considerations

This draft does not have any IANA considerations.
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Abstract

This draft discusses the security requirements and several issues which need to be considered in securing a virtualized data center network for multiple tenants (a NVO3 network for short). In addition, the draft also attempts to discuss how such issues could be addressed or mitigated.

Requirements Language

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].
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Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any time. It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."

This Internet-Draft will expire on January 16, 2014.
1. Introduction

Security is the key issue which needs to be considered in the design of a data center network. This document first lists the security risks that a NVO3 network may encounter and the security requirements that a NVO3 network need to fulfill. Then, this draft discusses the
essential security approaches which could be applied to fulfill such requirements.

The remainder of this document is organized as follows. (Section 4) introduces the attack model of this work and the properties that a NOV3 security mechanism needs to enforce. Section 5 describes the essential security mechanisms which should be provide in the generation of a NVO3 network. Then, in Section 6, we analyze the challenges brought by the new features mentioned in [I-D.ietf-nvo3-overlay-problem-statement].

2. Terminology

This document uses the same terminology as found in the NVO3 Framework document [I-D.ietf-nvo3-framework] and [I-D.kreeger-nvo3-hypervisor-nve-cp]. Some of the terms defined in the framework document have been repeated in this section for the convenience of the reader, along with additional terminology that is used by this document.

Tenant System (TS): A physical or virtual system that can play the role of a host, or a forwarding element such as a router, switch, firewall, etc. It belongs to a single tenant and connects to one or more VNs of that tenant.

End System (ES): An end system of a tenant, which can be, e.g., a virtual machine (VM), a non-virtualized server, or a physical appliance. A TS is attached to a Network Virtualization Edge (NVE) node.

Network Virtualization Edge (NVE): An NVE implements network virtualization functions that allow for L2/L3 tenant separation and tenant-related control plane activity. An NVE contains one or more tenant service instances whereby a TS interfaces with its associated instance. The NVE also provides tunneling overlay functions.

Virtual Network (VN): This is a virtual L2 or L3 domain that belongs to a tenant.

Information Mapping Authority (IMA). A back-end system that is responsible for distributing and maintaining the mapping information for the entire overlay system. Note that the WG never reached consensus on what to call this architectural entity within the overlay system, so this term is subject to change. In [I-D.ietf-nvo3-overlay-problem-statement], such a back-end system is referred to as a "oracle".
3. NVO3 Overlay Architecture

This figure illustrates a simple nov3 overlay example where NVEs provide a logical L2/L3 interconnect for the TSes that belong to a specific tenant network over L3 networks. A packet from a tenant system is encapsulated when they reach the egress NVE. Then encapsulated packet is then sent to the remote NVE through a proper tunnel. When reaching the ingress NVE, the packet is decapsulated and forwarded to the target tenant system. The address advertisements and tunnel mappings are distributed among the NVEs through either distributed control protocols or by certain centralized servers (called Information Mapping Authorities).

4. Threat Model

To benefit the discussion, in this analysis work, attacks are classified into two categories: inside attacks and outside attacks. An attack is considered as an inside attack if the adversary performing the attack (inside attacker or insider) has got certain privileges in changing the configuration or software of a NVO3 device (or a network devices of the underlying network where the overlay is located upon) and initiates the attack within the overlay security perimeter. In contrast, an attack is referred to as an outside attack if the adversary performing the attack (outside attacker or outsider) has no such privilege and can only initiate the attacks from compromised TSes. Note that in a complex attack inside and outside attacking operations may be performed in a well organized way to expand the damages caused by the attack.
This analysis assumes that security protocols, algorithms, and implementations provide the security properties for which they are designed; attacks depending on a failure of this assumption are out of scope. As an example, an attack caused by a weakness in a cryptographic algorithm is out of scope, while an attack caused by failure to use confidentiality when confidentiality is a security requirement is in scope.

4.1. Outsider Capabilities

The following capabilities of outside attackers MUST be considered in the design of a NOV3 security mechanism:

1. Eavesdropping on the packets,
2. Replaying the intercepted packets, and
3. Generating illegal packets and injecting them into the network.

With a successful outside attack, an attacker may be able to:

1. Analyze the traffic pattern of a tenant or an end device,
2. Disrupt the network connectivity or degrade the network service quality, or
3. Access the contents of the data/control packets if they are not encrypted.

4.2. Insider Capabilities

It is assumed that an inside attacker can perform any types of outside attacks from the inside or outside of the overlay perimeter. In addition, in an inside attack, an attacker may use already obtained privilege to, for instance,

1. Interfere with the normal operations of the overlay as a legal entity, by sending packets containing invalid information or with improper frequencies,
2. Perform spoofing attacks and impersonate another legal device to communicate with victims using the cryptographic information it obtained, and
3. Access the contents of the data/control packets if they are encrypted with the keys held by the attacker.
Note that in practice an insider controlling an underlying network device may break the communication of the overlays by discarding or delaying the delivery of the packets passing through it. However, this type of attack is out of scope.

4.3. Security Properties

When encountering an attack, a virtual data center network MUST guarantee the following security properties:

1. Isolation of the VNs: In [I-D.ietf-nvo3-overlay-problem-statement], the data plane isolation requirement amongst different VNs has been discussed. The traffic within a virtual network can only be transited into another one in a controlled fashion (e.g., via a configured router and/or a security gateway). In addition, it MUST be ensured that an entity cannot make use of its privilege obtained within a VN to manipulate the overlay control plane to affect on the operations of other VNs.

2. Spoofing detection: Under the attacks performed by a privileged inside attacker, the attacker cannot use the obtained cryptographic materials to impersonate another one.

3. Integrity protection and message origin authentication for the control packets: The implementation of an overlay control plane MUST support the integrity protection on the signaling packets. No entity can modify a overlay signaling packet during its transportation without being detected. Also, an attacker cannot impersonate a legal victim (e.g., a NVE or another servers within the overlay) to send signaling packets without detection.

4. Availability of the control plane: The design of the control plan must consider the DoS/DDoS attacks. Especially when there are centralized servers in the control plan of the overlay, the servers need to be well protected and make sure that they will not become the bottle neck of the control plane especially under DDOS attacks.

The following properties SHOULD be optionally provided:
1. Confidentiality and integrity of the data traffic of TSes. In some conditions, the cryptographic protection on the TS traffic is not necessary. For example, if most of the ES data is headed towards the Internet and nothing is confidential, encryption or integrity protection on such data may be unnecessary. In addition, in the cases where the underlay network is secure enough, no additional cryptographic protection needs to be provided.

2. Confidentiality of the control plane. On many occasions, the signaling messages can be transported in plaintext. However, when the information contained within the signaling messages are sensitive or valuable to attackers (e.g., the location of a ES, when a VM migration happens), the signaling messages related with that tenant SHOULD be encrypted.

5. Basic Security Approaches

This section introduces the security mechanisms which could be used to provided in order to guarantee the security properties mentioned in section 4 when encountering attacks.

5.1. Securing the Communications between NVEs and TSes

Assume there is a VNE providing a logical L2/L3 interconnect for a set of TSes. Apart from data traffics, the NVE and the TSes also need to exchange signaling messages in order to facilitate, e.g., VM online detection, VM migration detection, or auto-provisioning/service discovery [I-D.ietf-nvo3-framework].

The NVE and its associated TSes can be deployed in a distributed way (e.g., a NVE is implemented in an individual device, and VMs are located on servers) or in a co-located way (e.g., a NVE and the TSes it serves are located on the same server).

In the former case, the data and control traffic between the NVE and the TSes are exchanged over network. If the NVE supports multiple VNs concurrently, the data/control traffics in different VNs MUST be isolated physically or by using VPN technologies. If the network connecting the NVE and the TSes is potentially accessible to attackers, the security properties of data traffic (e.g., integrity, confidentiality, and message origin authenticity) SHOULD be provided. The security mechanisms such as IPsec, SSL, and TCP-AO, can be used according to different security requirements.

In order to guarantee the integrity and the origin authentication of signaling messages, integrated security mechanisms or additional security protocols need to be provided. In order to secure the data/
control traffic, cryptographic keys need to be distributed to generate digests or signatures for the control packets. Such cryptographic keys can be manually deployed in advance or dynamically generated with certain automatic key management protocols (e.g., TLS [RFC5246]). The TSes belonging to different VNs MUST use different keys to secure the control packets exchanges with their NVE. Therefore, an attacker cannot use the keys it obtained from a compromised TS to generate bogus signaling messages and inject them into other VNs without being detected. For a better damage confinement capability, different TSes SHOULD use different keys to secure their control packet exchanges with NVEs, even if they belong to the same VN.

In the co-located case, all the information exchanges between the NVE and the TSes are within the same device, and no standardized protocol need to be provided for transporting control/data packets. It is also important to keep the isolation of the TS traffic in different VNs. In addition, in the co-location fashion, because the NVE, the hypervisor, and the VMs are deployed on the same device, the computing and memory resources used by the NVE, the hypervisor, and the TSes need to be isolated to prevent a malicious or compromised TS from, e.g., accessing the memory of the NVE or affecting the performance of the NVE by occupying large amounts of computing resources.

5.2. Securing the Communications within Overlays

This section analyzes the security issues in the control and data plans of a NVO3 overlay.

5.2.1. Control Plane Security

It is the responsibility of the NVO3 network to protect the control plane packets transported over the underlay network against the attacks from the underlying network. The integrity and origin authentication of the messages MUST be guaranteed. The signaling packets SHOULD be encrypted when the signaling messages are confidential. To achieve such objectives, when the network devices exchange control plane packets, integrated security mechanisms or security protocols need to be provided. In addition, cryptographic keys need to be deployed manually in advance or dynamically generated by using certain automatic key management protocols (e.g., TLS [RFC5246]).

In order to enforce the security boundary of different VNs in the existence of inside adversaries, the signaling messages belonging to different VNs need to be secured by different keys. Otherwise, an inside attacker may try to use the keys obtained within a VN to
impersonate the NVEs in other VNs and generate illegal signaling messages without being detected. If we expect to provide a better attack confinement capability and prevent a compromised NVE to impersonate other NVEs in the same VN, different NVEs working inside a VN need to secure their signaling messages with different keys. When there are centralized servers providing mapping information (IMAs) within the overlay, it will be important to prevent a compromised NVE from impersonating the centralized servers to communicate with other NVEs. A straightforward solution is to associate different NVEs with different keys when they exchange information with the centralized servers.

In the cases where there are a large amount of NVEs working within a NVO3 overlay, manual key management may become infeasible. First, it could be burdensome to deploy pre-shared keys for thousands of NVEs, not to mention that multiple keys may need to be deployed on a single device for different purposes. Key derivation can be used to mitigate this problem. Using key derivation functions, multiple keys for different usages can be derived from a pre-shared master key. However, key derivation cannot protect against the situation where a system was incorrectly trusted to have the key used to perform the derivation. If the master key were somehow compromised, all the resulting keys would need to be changed. In addition, VM migration will introduce challenges to manual key management. The migration of a VM in a VN may cause the change of the NVEs which are involved within the VN. When a NVE is newly involved within a VN, it needs to get the key to join the operations within the VN. If a NVE stops supporting a VN, it should not keep the keys associated with that VN. All those key updates need to be performed at run time, and difficult to be handled by human beings. As a result, it is reasonable to introduce automated key management solutions such as EAP [RFC4137] for NVO3 overlays.

When an automated key management solution for NVO3 overlays is deployed, as a part of the key management protocol, mutual authentication needs to be performed before two network devices in the overlay (NVEs or IMAs) start exchanging the control packets. After an authentication, an device can find out whether its peer holds valid security credentials is is the one who it has claimed. The authentication results is also necessary for authorization; it is important for a device to clarify the roles (e.g., a NVE or a IMA) that its authentication peer acts as in the overlay. Therefore, a compromised NVE cannot use it credential to impersonate an IMA to communicate with other NVEs. Only the control messages from the authenticated entity will be adopted. In addition, authorization MAY need to be performed. For instance, before accepting a control message, the receiver NVE needs to verify whether the message comes from one which is authorized to send that message. If the
Authorization fail, the control message will be discarded. For instance, if a control packet about a VN is sent from a NVE which is not authorized to support the VN, the packet will be discarded.

The issues of DDOS attacks also need to be considered in designing the overlay control plane. For instance, in the VXLAN solution [I-D.mahalingam-dutt-dcops-vxlan], an attacker attached to a NVE can try to manipulate the NVE to keep multicasting control messages by sending a large amount of ARP packets to query the inexistent VMs. In order to mitigate this type of attack, the NVEs SHOULD be only allowed to send signaling message in the overlay with a limited frequency. When there are centralized servers (e.g., the backend oracles providing mapping information for NVEs [I-D.ietf-nvo3-overlay-problem-statement], or the SDN controllers) are located within the overlay, the potential security risks caused by DDOS attack on such servers can be more serious.

In addition, during the design of the control plane, it is important to consider the amplification effects which may potential be used by attackers to carry out reflection attacks.

5.2.2. Data Plan Security

[I-D.ietf-nvo3-framework] specifies a NVO3 overlay needs to generate tunnels between NVEs for data transportation. When a data packet reaches the boundary of a overlay, it will be encapsulated and forwarded to the destination NVE through a proper tunnel. It is normally assume that the underlying network connecting NVEs are secure to outside attacks since it is under the management of DC vendor and cannot be directly accessed by tenants. However, when facing inside attacks, conditions could be complex. For instance, an inside attacker compromising a underlying network device may intercept an encapsulated data packet transported a tunnel, modify the contents in the encapsulating tunnel packet and, transfer it into another tunnel without being detected. When the modified packet reaches a NVE, the NVE may decapsulated the data packet and forward it into a VN according to the information within the encapsulating header generated by the attacker. Similarly, a compromised NVE may try to redirect the data packets within a VN into another VN by adding improper encapsulating tunnel headers to the data packets. Under such circumstances, in order to enforce the VN isolation property, signatures or digests need to be generated for both data packets and the encapsulating tunnel headers in order to provide data origin authentication and integrity protection. In addition, NVEs SHOULD use different keys to secure the packets transported in different tunnels.

6.1. Scalability Issues

NOV3 WG requires an overlay be able to work in an environment where there are many thousands of NVEs (e.g. residing within the hypervisors) and large amounts of trust domains (VNs). Therefore, the scalability issues should be considered. In the cases where a NVE only has a limited number of NVEs to communicate with, the scalability problem brought by the overhead of generating and maintaining the security channels with the remote NVEs is not serious. However, if a NVE needs to communicate with a large number of peers, the scalability issue could be serious. For instance, in[I-D.ietf-ipsecme-ad-vpn-problem], it has been demonstrated it is not trivial to enabling a large number of systems to communicate directly using IPsec to protect the traffic between them.

6.2. Influence on Security Devices

If the data packets transported through out an overlay are encrypted (e.g., by NVEs), it is difficult for a security device, e.g., a firewall deployed on the path connecting two NVEs to inspect the contents of the packets. The firewall can only know which VN the packets belong to through the VN ID transported in the outer header. If a firewall would like to identify which end device sends a packets or which end device a packet is sent to, the firewall can be deployed in some place where it can access the packet before it is encapsulated or un-encapsulated by NVEs. However, in this case, the firewall cannot get VN ID from the packet. If the firewall is used to process two VNs concurrently and there are IP or MAC addresses of the end devices in the two VNs overlapped, confusion will be caused. If a firewall can generate multiple firewalls instances for different tenants respectively, this issue can be largely addressed.

6.3. Security Issues with VM Migration

The support of VM migration is an important issue considered in NVO3 WG. The migration may also cause security risks. Because the VMs within a VN may move from one server to another which connects to a different NVE, the packets exchanging between two VMs may be transferred in a new path. If the security policies deployed on the firewalls of the two paths are conflict or the firewalls on the new path lack essential state to process the packets. The communication between the VMs may be broken. To address this problem, one option is to enable the state migration and policy confliction detection between firewalls. The other one is to force all the traffic within a VN be processed by a single firewall. However this solution may cause traffic optimization issues.
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Abstract

Several IETF drafts relate to the use of overlay networks to support large scale virtual data centers. This draft provides a list of data plane requirements for Network Virtualization over L3 (NVO3) that have to be addressed in solutions documents.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Conventions used in this document

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC-2119 [RFC2119].

In this document, these words will appear with that interpretation only when in ALL CAPS. Lower case uses of these words are not to be interpreted as carrying RFC-2119 significance.

1.2. General terminology

The terminology defined in [NVO3-framework] is used throughout this document. Terminology specific to this memo is defined here and is introduced as needed in later sections.

BUM: Broadcast, Unknown Unicast, Multicast traffic

TS: Tenant System

2. Data Path Overview

The NVO3 framework [NVO3-framework] defines the generic NVE model depicted in Figure 1:
When a frame is received by an ingress NVE from a Tenant System over a local VAP, it needs to be parsed in order to identify which virtual network instance it belongs to. The parsing function can examine various fields in the data frame (e.g., VLANID) and/or associated interface/port the frame came from.

Once a corresponding VNI is identified, a lookup is performed to determine where the frame needs to be sent. This lookup can be based on any combinations of various fields in the data frame (e.g., destination MAC addresses and/or destination IP addresses). Note that additional criteria such as Ethernet 802.1p priorities and/or DSCP markings might be used to select an appropriate tunnel or local VAP destination.

Lookup tables can be populated using different techniques: data plane learning, management plane configuration, or a distributed control plane. Management and control planes are not in the scope of this document. The data plane based solution is described in this document as it has implications on the data plane processing function.
The result of this lookup yields the corresponding information needed to build the overlay header, as described in section 3.3. This information includes the destination L3 address of the egress NVE. Note that this lookup might yield a list of tunnels such as when ingress replication is used for BUM traffic.

The overlay header MUST include a context identifier which the egress NVE will use to identify which VNI this frame belongs to.

The egress NVE checks the context identifier and removes the encapsulation header and then forwards the original frame towards the appropriate recipient, usually a local VAP.

3. Data Plane Requirements

3.1. Virtual Access Points (VAPs)

The NVE forwarding plane MUST support VAP identification through the following mechanisms:

- Using the local interface on which the frames are received, where the local interface may be an internal, virtual port in a virtual switch or a physical port on a ToR switch
- Using the local interface and some fields in the frame header, e.g. one or multiple VLANs or the source MAC

3.2. Virtual Network Instance (VNI)

VAPs are associated with a specific VNI at service instantiation time.

A VNI identifies a per-tenant private context, i.e. per-tenant policies and a FIB table to allow overlapping address space between tenants.

There are different VNI types differentiated by the virtual network service they provide to Tenant Systems. Network virtualization can be provided by L2 and/or L3 VNIs.

3.2.1. L2 VNI

An L2 VNI MUST provide an emulated Ethernet multipoint service as if Tenant Systems are interconnected by a bridge (but instead by using a set of NVO3 tunnels). The emulated bridge could be 802.1Q enabled (allowing use of VLAN tags as a VAP). An L2 VNI provides per tenant virtual switching instance with MAC addressing isolation and L3 tunneling. Loop avoidance capability MUST be provided.
Forwarding table entries provide mapping information between tenant system MAC addresses and VAPs on directly connected VNIs and L3 tunnel destination addresses over the overlay. Such entries could be populated by a control or management plane, or via data plane.

Unless a control plane is used to disseminate address mappings, data plane learning MUST be used to populate forwarding tables. As frames arrive from VAPs or from overlay tunnels, standard MAC learning procedures are used: The tenant system source MAC address is learned against the VAP or the NVO3 tunneling encapsulation source address on which the frame arrived. Data plane learning implies that unknown unicast traffic will be flooded (i.e. broadcast).

When flooding is required, either to deliver unknown unicast, or broadcast or multicast traffic, the NVE MUST either support ingress replication or multicast.

When using underlay multicast, the NVE MUST have one or more underlay multicast trees that can be used by local VNIs for flooding to NVEs belonging to the same VN. For each VNI, there is at least one underlay flooding tree used for Broadcast, Unknown Unicast and Multicast forwarding. This tree MAY be shared across VNIs. The flooding tree is equivalent with a multicast (*,G) construct where all the NVEs for which the corresponding VNI is instantiated are members.

When tenant multicast is supported, it SHOULD also be possible to select whether the NVE provides optimized underlay multicast trees inside the VNI for individual tenant multicast groups or whether the default VNI flooding tree is used. If the former option is selected the VNI SHOULD be able to snoop IGMP/MLD messages in order to efficiently join/prune Tenant System from multicast trees.

3.2.2. L3 VNI

L3 VNIs MUST provide virtualized IP routing and forwarding. L3 VNIs MUST support per-tenant forwarding instance with IP addressing isolation and L3 tunneling for interconnecting instances of the same VNI on NVEs.

In the case of L3 VNI, the inner TTL field MUST be decremented by (at least) 1 as if the NVO3 egress NVE was one (or more) hop(s) away. The TTL field in the outer IP header MUST be set to a value appropriate for delivery of the encapsulated frame to the tunnel exit point. Thus, the default behavior MUST be the TTL pipe model where the overlay network looks like one hop to the sending NVE. Configuration of a "uniform" TTL model where the outer tunnel TTL is
set equal to the inner TTL on ingress NVE and the inner TTL is set

to the outer TTL value on egress MAY be supported. [RFC2983]

provides additional details on the uniform and pipe models.

L2 and L3 VNIs can be deployed in isolation or in combination to
optimize traffic flows per tenant across the overlay network. For
example, an L2 VNI may be configured across a number of NVEs to
offer L2 multi-point service connectivity while a L3 VNI can be co-
located to offer local routing capabilities and gateway
functionality. In addition, integrated routing and bridging per

tenant MAY be supported on an NVE. An instantiation of such service
may be realized by interconnecting an L2 VNI as access to an L3 VNI

on the NVE.

When underlay multicast is supported, it MAY be possible to select
whether the NVE provides optimized underlay multicast trees inside
the VNI for individual tenant multicast groups or whether a default
underlay VNI multicasting tree, where all the NVEs of the
corresponding VNI are members, is used.

3.3. Overlay Module

The overlay module performs a number of functions related to NVO3
header and tunnel processing.

The following figure shows a generic NVO3 encapsulated frame:

```
+--------------------------+
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tenant Frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NVO3 Overlay Header</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer Underlay header</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
+--------------------------+
|  Outer Link layer header |
+--------------------------+

Figure 2 : NVO3 encapsulated frame
```

where

. Tenant frame: Ethernet or IP based upon the VNI type
3.3.1. NVO3 overlay header

An NVO3 overlay header MUST be included after the underlay tunnel header when forwarding tenant traffic.

Note that this information can be carried within existing protocol headers (when overloading of specific fields is possible) or within a separate header.

3.3.1.1. Virtual Network Context Identification

The overlay encapsulation header MUST contain a field which allows the encapsulated frame to be delivered to the appropriate virtual network endpoint by the egress NVE.

The egress NVE uses this field to determine the appropriate virtual network context in which to process the packet. This field MAY be an explicit, unique (to the administrative domain) virtual network identifier (VNID) or MAY express the necessary context information in other ways (e.g. a locally significant identifier).

In the case of a global identifier, this field MUST be large enough to scale to 100’s of thousands of virtual networks. Note that there is typically no such constraint when using a local identifier.

3.3.1.2. Quality of Service (QoS) identifier

Traffic flows originating from different applications could rely on differentiated forwarding treatment to meet end-to-end availability and performance objectives. Such applications may span across one or more overlay networks. To enable such treatment, support for multiple Classes of Service (Cos) across or between overlay networks MAY be required.

To effectively enforce CoS across or between overlay networks without Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) repeat, NVEs MAY be able to map...
CoS markings between networking layers, e.g., Tenant Systems, Overlays, and/or Underlay, enabling each networking layer to independently enforce its own CoS policies. For example:

- **TS (e.g. VM) CoS**
  - Tenant CoS policies MAY be defined by Tenant administrators
  - QoS fields (e.g. IP DSCP and/or Ethernet 802.1p) in the tenant frame are used to indicate application level CoS requirements

- **NVE CoS**: Support for NVE Service CoS MAY be provided through a QoS field, inside the NVO3 overlay header
  - NVE MAY classify packets based on Tenant CoS markings or other mechanisms (e.g. DPI) to identify the proper service CoS to be applied across the overlay network
  - NVE service CoS levels are normalized to a common set (for example 8 levels) across multiple tenants; NVE uses per tenant policies to map Tenant CoS to the normalized service CoS fields in the NVO3 header

- **Underlay CoS**
  - The underlay/core network MAY use a different CoS set (for example 4 levels) than the NVE CoS as the core devices MAY have different QoS capabilities compared with NVEs.
  - The Underlay CoS MAY also change as the NVO3 tunnels pass between different domains.

### 3.3.2. Tunneling function

This section describes the underlay tunneling requirements. From an encapsulation perspective, IPv4 or IPv6 MUST be supported, both IPv4 and IPv6 SHOULD be supported, MPLS MAY be supported.

#### 3.3.2.1. LAG and ECMP

For performance reasons, multipath over LAG and ECMP paths MAY be supported.

LAG (Link Aggregation Group) [IEEE 802.1AX-2008] and ECMP (Equal Cost Multi Path) are commonly used techniques to perform load-balancing of microflows over a set of a parallel links either at
Layer-2 (LAG) or Layer-3 (ECMP). Existing deployed hardware implementations of LAG and ECMP uses a hash of various fields in the encapsulation (outermost) header(s) (e.g. source and destination MAC addresses for non-IP traffic, source and destination IP addresses, L4 protocol, L4 source and destination port numbers, etc). Furthermore, hardware deployed for the underlay network(s) will be most often unaware of the carried, innermost L2 frames or L3 packets transmitted by the TS.

Thus, in order to perform fine-grained load-balancing over LAG and ECMP paths in the underlying network, the encapsulation needs to present sufficient entropy to exercise all paths through several LAG/ECMP hops.

The entropy information can be inferred from the NVO3 overlay header or underlay header. If the overlay protocol does not support the necessary entropy information or the switches/routers in the underlay do not support parsing of the additional entropy information in the overlay header, underlay switches and routers should be programmable, i.e. select the appropriate fields in the underlay header for hash calculation based on the type of overlay header.

All packets that belong to a specific flow MUST follow the same path in order to prevent packet re-ordering. This is typically achieved by ensuring that the fields used for hashing are identical for a given flow.

The goal is for all paths available to the overlay network to be used efficiently. Different flows should be distributed as evenly as possible across multiple underlay network paths. For instance, this can be achieved by ensuring that some fields used for hashing are randomly generated.

### 3.3.2.2. DiffServ and ECN marking

When traffic is encapsulated in a tunnel header, there are numerous options as to how the Diffserv Code-Point (DSCP) and Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) markings are set in the outer header and propagated to the inner header on decapsulation.

[RFC2983] defines two modes for mapping the DSCP markings from inner to outer headers and vice versa. The Uniform model copies the inner DSCP marking to the outer header on tunnel ingress, and copies that outer header value back to the inner header at tunnel egress. The Pipe model sets the DSCP value to some value based on local policy...
at ingress and does not modify the inner header on egress. Both models SHOULD be supported.

[RFC6040] defines ECN marking and processing for IP tunnels.

3.3.2.3. Handling of BUM traffic

NVO3 data plane support for either ingress replication or point-to-multipoint tunnels is required to send traffic destined to multiple locations on a per-VNI basis (e.g. L2/L3 multicast traffic, L2 broadcast and unknown unicast traffic). It is possible that both methods be used simultaneously.

There is a bandwidth vs state trade-off between the two approaches. User-configurable settings MUST be provided to select which method(s) gets used based upon the amount of replication required (i.e. the number of hosts per group), the amount of multicast state to maintain, the duration of multicast flows and the scalability of multicast protocols.

When ingress replication is used, NVEs MUST maintain for each VNI the related tunnel endpoints to which it needs to replicate the frame.

For point-to-multipoint tunnels, the bandwidth efficiency is increased at the cost of more state in the Core nodes. The ability to auto-discover or pre-provision the mapping between VNI multicast trees to related tunnel endpoints at the NVE and/or throughout the core SHOULD be supported.

3.4. External NVO3 connectivity

It is important that NVO3 services interoperate with current VPN and Internet services. This may happen inside one DC during a migration phase or as NVO3 services are delivered to the outside world via Internet or VPN gateways (GW).

Moreover the compute and storage services delivered by a NVO3 domain may span multiple DCs requiring Inter-DC connectivity. From a DC perspective a set of GW devices are required in all of these cases albeit with different functionalities influenced by the overlay type across the WAN, the service type and the DC network technologies used at each DC site.

A GW handling the connectivity between NVO3 and external domains represents a single point of failure that may affect multiple tenant
services. Redundancy between NVO3 and external domains MUST be supported.

3.4.1. Gateway (GW) Types

3.4.1.1. VPN and Internet GWs

Tenant sites may be already interconnected using one of the existing VPN services and technologies (VPLS or IP VPN). If a new NVO3 encapsulation is used, a VPN GW is required to forward traffic between NVO3 and VPN domains. Internet connected Tenants require translation from NVO3 encapsulation to IP in the NVO3 gateway. The translation function SHOULD minimize provisioning touches.

3.4.1.2. Inter-DC GW

Inter-DC connectivity MAY be required to provide support for features like disaster prevention or compute load re-distribution. This MAY be provided via a set of gateways interconnected through a WAN. This type of connectivity MAY be provided either through extension of the NVO3 tunneling domain or via VPN GWs.

3.4.1.3. Intra-DC gateways

Even within one DC there may be End Devices that do not support NVO3 encapsulation, for example bare metal servers, hardware appliances and storage. A gateway device, e.g. a ToR switch, is required to translate the NVO3 to Ethernet VLAN encapsulation.

3.4.2. Path optimality between NVEs and Gateways

Within an NVO3 overlay, a default assumption is that NVO3 traffic will be equally load-balanced across the underlying network consisting of LAG and/or ECMP paths. This assumption is valid only as long as: a) all traffic is load-balanced equally among each of the component-links and paths; and, b) each of the component-links/paths is of identical capacity. During the course of normal operation of the underlying network, it is possible that one, or more, of the component-links/paths of a LAG may be taken out-of-service in order to be repaired, e.g.: due to hardware failure of cabling, optics, etc. In such cases, the administrator may configure the underlying network such that an entire LAG bundle in the underlying network will be reported as operationally down if there is a failure of any single component-link member of the LAG bundle, (e.g.: N = M configuration of the LAG bundle), and, thus, they know that traffic will be carried sufficiently by alternate, available (potentially ECMP) paths in the underlying network. This is a likely
an adequate assumption for Intra-DC traffic where presumably the
costs for additional, protection capacity along alternate paths is
not cost-prohibitive. In this case, there are no additional
requirements on NVO3 solutions to accommodate this type of
underlying network configuration and administration.

There is a similar case with ECMP, used Intra-DC, where failure of a
single component-path of an ECMP group would result in traffic
shifting onto the surviving members of the ECMP group.
Unfortunately, there are no automatic recovery methods in IP routing
protocols to detect a simultaneous failure of more than one
component-path in a ECMP group, operationally disable the entire
ECMP group and allow traffic to shift onto alternative paths. This
problem is attributable to the underlying network and, thus, out-of-
scope of any NVO3 solutions.

On the other hand, for Inter-DC and DC to External Network cases
that use a WAN, the costs of the underlying network and/or service
(e.g.: IPVPN service) are more expensive; therefore, there is a
requirement on administrators to both: a) ensure high availability
(active-backup failover or active-active load-balancing); and, b)
maintaining substantial utilization of the WAN transport capacity at
nearly all times, particularly in the case of active-active load-
balancing. With respect to the dataplane requirements of NVO3
solutions, in the case of active-backup fail-over, all of the
ingress NVE’s need to dynamically adapt to the failure of an active
NVE GW when the backup NVE GW announces itself into the NVO3 overlay
immediately following a failure of the previously active NVE GW and
update their forwarding tables accordingly, (e.g.: perhaps through
dataplane learning and/or translation of a gratuitous ARP, IPv6
Router Advertisement). Note that active-backup fail-over could be
used to accomplish a crude form of load-balancing by, for example,
manually configuring each tenant to use a different NVE GW, in a
round-robin fashion.

3.4.2.1. Load-balancing

When using active-active load-balancing across physically separate
NVE GW’s (e.g.: two, separate chassis) an NVO3 solution SHOULD
support forwarding tables that can simultaneously map a single
egress NVE to more than one NVO3 tunnels. The granularity of such
mappings, in both active-backup and active-active, MUST be specific
to each tenant.

3.4.2.2. Triangular Routing Issues

L2/ELAN over NVO3 service may span multiple racks distributed across different DC regions. Multiple ELANs belonging to one tenant may be interconnected or connected to the outside world through multiple Router/VRF gateways distributed throughout the DC regions. In this scenario, without aid from an NVO3 or other type of solution, traffic from an ingress NVE destined to External gateways will take a non-optimal path that will result in higher latency and costs, (since it is using more expensive resources of a WAN). In the case of traffic from an IP/MPLS network destined toward the entrance to an NVO3 overlay, well-known IP routing techniques MAY be used to optimize traffic into the NVO3 overlay, (at the expense of additional routes in the IP/MPLS network). In summary, these issues are well known as triangular routing (a.k.a. traffic tromboning).

Procedures for gateway selection to avoid triangular routing issues SHOULD be provided.

The details of such procedures are, most likely, part of the NVO3 Management and/or Control Plane requirements and, thus, out of scope of this document. However, a key requirement on the dataplane of any NVO3 solution to avoid triangular routing is stated above, in Section 3.4.2, with respect to active-active load-balancing. More specifically, an NVO3 solution SHOULD support forwarding tables that can simultaneously map a single egress NVE to more than one NVO3 tunnel.

The expectation is that, through the Control and/or Management Planes, this mapping information may be dynamically manipulated to, for example, provide the closest geographic and/or topological exit point (egress NVE) for each ingress NVE.

3.5. Path MTU

The tunnel overlay header can cause the MTU of the path to the egress tunnel endpoint to be exceeded.

IP fragmentation SHOULD be avoided for performance reasons.

The interface MTU as seen by a Tenant System SHOULD be adjusted such that no fragmentation is needed. This can be achieved by configuration or be discovered dynamically.

Either of the following options MUST be supported:
o Classical ICMP-based MTU Path Discovery [RFC1191] [RFC1981] or
   Extended MTU Path Discovery techniques such as defined in
   [RFC4821]

o Segmentation and reassembly support from the overlay layer
   operations without relying on the Tenant Systems to know about
   the end-to-end MTU

o The underlay network MAY be designed in such a way that the MTU
   can accommodate the extra tunnel overhead.

3.6. Hierarchical NVE dataplane requirements

   It might be desirable to support the concept of hierarchical NVEs,
   such as spoke NVEs and hub NVEs, in order to address possible NVE
   performance limitations and service connectivity optimizations.

   For instance, spoke NVE functionality may be used when processing
   capabilities are limited. In this case, a hub NVE MUST provide
   additional data processing capabilities such as packet replication.

3.7. Other considerations

3.7.1. Data Plane Optimizations

   Data plane forwarding and encapsulation choices SHOULD consider the
   limitation of possible NVE implementations, specifically in software
   based implementations (e.g. servers running virtual switches)

   NVE SHOULD provide efficient processing of traffic. For instance,
   packet alignment, the use of offsets to minimize header parsing,
   padding techniques SHOULD be considered when designing NVO3
   encapsulation types.

   The NVO3 encapsulation/decapsulation processing in software-based
   NVEs SHOULD make use of hardware assist provided by NICs in order to
   speed up packet processing.

3.7.2. NVE location trade-offs

   In the case of DC traffic, traffic originated from a VM is native
   Ethernet traffic. This traffic can be switched by a local VM switch
   or ToR switch and then by a DC gateway. The NVE function can be
   embedded within any of these elements.

   The NVE function can be supported in various DC network elements
   such as a VM, VM switch, ToR switch or DC GW.
The following criteria SHOULD be considered when deciding where the NVE processing boundary happens:

- Processing and memory requirements
  - Datapath (e.g. lookups, filtering, encapsulation/decapsulation)
  - Control plane processing (e.g. routing, signaling, OAM)
- FIB/RIB size
- Multicast support
  - Routing protocols
  - Packet replication capability
- Fragmentation support
- QoS transparency
- Resiliency

4. Security Considerations

This requirements document does not raise in itself any specific security issues.

5. IANA Considerations

IANA does not need to take any action for this draft.
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1. Introduction

This document provides a framework for Data Center (DC) Network Virtualization over Layer3 (L3) tunnels. This framework is intended to aid in standardizing protocols and mechanisms to support large-scale network virtualization for data centers.

[NVOPS] defines the rationale for using overlay networks in order to build large multi-tenant data center networks. Compute, storage and network virtualization are often used in these large data centers to support a large number of communication domains and end systems.

This document provides reference models and functional components of data center overlay networks as well as a discussion of technical issues that have to be addressed.

1.1. General terminology

This document uses the following terminology:

NVO3 Network: An overlay network that provides a Layer2 (L2) or Layer3 (L3) service to Tenant Systems over an L3 underlay network using the architecture and protocols as defined by the NVO3 Working Group.

Network Virtualization Edge (NVE). An NVE is the network entity that sits at the edge of an underlay network and implements L2 and/or L3 network virtualization functions. The network-facing side of the NVE uses the underlying L3 network to tunnel tenant frames to and from other NVEs. The tenant-facing side of the NVE sends and receives Ethernet frames to and from individual Tenant Systems. An NVE could be implemented as part of a virtual switch within a hypervisor, a physical switch or router, a Network Service Appliance, or be split across multiple devices.
Virtual Network (VN): A VN is a logical abstraction of a physical network that provides L2 or L3 network services to a set of Tenant Systems. A VN is also known as a Closed User Group (CUG).

Virtual Network Instance (VNI): A specific instance of a VN from the perspective of an NVE.

Virtual Network Context (VN Context) Identifier: Field in overlay encapsulation header that identifies the specific VN the packet belongs to. The egress NVE uses the VN Context identifier to deliver the packet to the correct Tenant System. The VN Context identifier can be a locally significant identifier or a globally unique identifier.

Underlay or Underlying Network: The network that provides the connectivity among NVEs and over which NVO3 packets are tunneled, where an NVO3 packet carries an NVO3 overlay header followed by a tenant packet. The Underlay Network does not need to be aware that it is carrying NVO3 packets. Addresses on the Underlay Network appear as "outer addresses" in encapsulated NVO3 packets. In general, the Underlay Network can use a completely different protocol (and address family) from that of the overlay. In the case of NVO3, the underlay network is IP.

Data Center (DC): A physical complex housing physical servers, network switches and routers, network service appliances and networked storage. The purpose of a Data Center is to provide application, compute and/or storage services. One such service is virtualized infrastructure data center services, also known as Infrastructure as a Service.

Virtual Data Center (Virtual DC): A container for virtualized compute, storage and network services. A Virtual DC is associated with a single tenant, and can contain multiple VNs and Tenant Systems connected to one or more of these VNs.

Virtual machine (VM): A software implementation of a physical machine that runs programs as if they were executing on a physical, non-virtualized machine. Applications (generally) do not know they are running on a VM as opposed to running on a "bare metal" host or server, though some systems provide a para-virtualization environment that allows an operating system or application to be aware of the presence of virtualization for optimization purposes.

Hypervisor: Software running on a server that allows multiple VMs to run on the same physical server. The hypervisor manages and provides
shared compute/memory/storage and network connectivity to the VMs that it hosts. Hypervisors often embed a Virtual Switch (see below).

Server: A physical end host machine that runs user applications. A standalone (or "bare metal") server runs a conventional operating system hosting a single-tenant application. A virtualized server runs a hypervisor supporting one or more VMs.

Virtual Switch (vSwitch): A function within a Hypervisor (typically implemented in software) that provides similar forwarding services to a physical Ethernet switch. A vSwitch forwards Ethernet frames between VMs running on the same server, or between a VM and a physical NIC card connecting the server to a physical Ethernet switch or router. A vSwitch also enforces network isolation between VMs that by policy are not permitted to communicate with each other (e.g., by honoring VLANs). A vSwitch may be bypassed when an NVE is enabled on the host server.

Tenant: The customer using a virtual network and any associated resources (e.g., compute, storage and network). A tenant could be an enterprise, or a department/organization within an enterprise.

Tenant System: A physical or virtual system that can play the role of a host, or a forwarding element such as a router, switch, firewall, etc. It belongs to a single tenant and connects to one or more VNs of that tenant.

Tenant Separation: Tenant Separation refers to isolating traffic of different tenants such that traffic from one tenant is not visible to or delivered to another tenant, except when allowed by policy. Tenant Separation also refers to address space separation, whereby different tenants can use the same address space without conflict.

Virtual Access Points (VAPs): A logical connection point on the NVE for connecting a Tenant System to a virtual network. Tenant Systems connect to VNIs at an NVE through VAPs. VAPs can be physical ports or virtual ports identified through logical interface identifiers (e.g., VLAN ID, internal vSwitch Interface ID connected to a VM).

End Device: A physical device that connects directly to the DC Underlay Network. This is in contrast to a Tenant System, which connects to a corresponding tenant VN. An End Device is administered by the DC operator rather than a tenant, and is part of the DC infrastructure. An End Device may implement NVO3 technology in support of NVO3 functions. Examples of an End Device include hosts (e.g., server or server blade), storage systems (e.g., file servers,
iSCSI storage systems), and network devices (e.g., firewall, load-balancer, IPSec gateway).

Network Virtualization Authority (NVA): Entity that provides reachability and forwarding information to NVEs.

1.2. DC network architecture

A generic architecture for Data Centers is depicted in Figure 1:

![Generic Architecture for Data Centers](image)

Figure 1: A Generic Architecture for Data Centers

An example of multi-tier DC network architecture is presented in Figure 1. It provides a view of physical components inside a DC.
A DC network is usually composed of intra-DC networks and network services, and inter-DC network and network connectivity services.

DC networking elements can act as strict L2 switches and/or provide IP routing capabilities, including network service virtualization.

In some DC architectures, some tier layers could provide L2 and/or L3 services. In addition, some tier layers may be collapsed, and Internet connectivity, inter-DC connectivity and VPN support may be handled by a smaller number of nodes. Nevertheless, one can assume that the network functional blocks in a DC fit in the architecture depicted in Figure 1.

The following components can be present in a DC:

- **Access switch**: Hardware-based Ethernet switch aggregating all Ethernet links from the End Devices in a rack representing the entry point in the physical DC network for the hosts. It may also provide routing functionality, virtual IP network connectivity, or Layer2 tunneling over IP for instance. Access switches are usually multi-homed to aggregation switches in the Intra-DC network. A typical example of an access switch is a Top of Rack (ToR) switch. Other deployment scenarios may use an intermediate Blade Switch before the ToR, or an EoR (End of Row) switch, to provide similar functions to a ToR.

- **Intra-DC Network**: Network composed of high capacity core nodes (Ethernet switches/routers). Core nodes may provide virtual Ethernet bridging and/or IP routing services.

- **DC Gateway (DC GW)**: Gateway to the outside world providing DC Interconnect and connectivity to Internet and VPN customers. In the current DC network model, this may be simply a router connected to the Internet and/or an IP Virtual Private Network (VPN)/L2VPN PE. Some network implementations may dedicate DC GWs for different connectivity types (e.g., a DC GW for Internet, and another for VPN).

Note that End Devices may be single or multi-homed to access switches.
2. Reference Models

2.1. Generic Reference Model

Figure 2 depicts a DC reference model for network virtualization overlay where NVEs provide a logical interconnect between Tenant Systems that belong to a specific VN.

Figure 2: Generic reference model for DC network virtualization overlay
In order to obtain reachability information, NVEs may exchange information directly between themselves via a control plane protocol. In this case, a control plane module resides in every NVE.

It is also possible for NVEs to communicate with an external Network Virtualization Authority (NVA) to obtain reachability and forwarding information. In this case, a protocol is used between NVEs and NVA(s) to exchange information.

It should be noted that NVAs may be organized in clusters for redundancy and scalability and can appear as one logically centralized controller. In this case, inter-NVA communication is necessary to synchronize state among nodes within a cluster or share information across clusters. The information exchanged between NVAs of the same cluster could be different from the information exchanged across clusters.

A Tenant System can be attached to an NVE in several ways:

- locally, by being co-located in the same End Device
- remotely, via a point-to-point connection or a switched network

When an NVE is co-located with a Tenant System, the state of the Tenant System can be determined without protocol assistance. For instance, the operational status of a VM can be communicated via a local API. When an NVE is remotely connected to a Tenant System, the state of the Tenant System or NVE needs to be exchanged directly or via a management entity, using a control plane protocol or API, or directly via a dataplane protocol.

The functional components in Figure 2 do not necessarily map directly to the physical components described in Figure 1. For example, an End Device can be a server blade with VMs and a virtual switch. A VM can be a Tenant System and the NVE functions may be performed by the host server. In this case, the Tenant System and NVE function are co-located. Another example is the case where the End Device is the Tenant System, and the NVE function can be implemented by the connected ToR. In this case, the Tenant System and NVE function are not co-located.

Underlay nodes utilize L3 technologies to interconnect NVE nodes. These nodes perform forwarding based on outer L3 header information, and generally do not maintain per tenant-service state albeit some applications (e.g., multicast) may require control plane or forwarding plane information that pertain to a tenant, group of
2.2. NVE Reference Model

Figure 3 depicts the NVE reference model. One or more VNIs can be instantiated on an NVE. A Tenant System interfaces with a corresponding VNI via a VAP. An overlay module provides tunneling overlay functions (e.g., encapsulation and decapsulation of tenant traffic, tenant identification and mapping, etc.).

Note that some NVE functions (e.g., data plane and control plane functions) may reside in one device or may be implemented separately in different devices.

2.3. NVE Service Types

An NVE provides different types of virtualized network services to multiple tenants, i.e., an L2 service or an L3 service. Note that an NVE may be capable of providing both L2 and L3 services for a
This section defines the service types and associated attributes.

2.3.1. L2 NVE providing Ethernet LAN-like service

An L2 NVE implements Ethernet LAN emulation, an Ethernet based multipoint service similar to an IETF VPLS [RFC4761][RFC4762] or EVPN [EVPN] service, where the Tenant Systems appear to be interconnected by a LAN environment over an L3 overlay. As such, an L2 NVE provides per-tenant virtual switching instance (L2 VNI), and L3 (IP/MPLS) tunneling encapsulation of tenant MAC frames across the underlay. Note that the control plane for an L2 NVE could be implemented locally on the NVE or in a separate control entity.

2.3.2. L3 NVE providing IP/VRF-like service

An L3 NVE provides Virtualized IP forwarding service, similar to IETF IP VPN (e.g., BGP/MPLS IPVPN [RFC4364]) from a service definition perspective. That is, an L3 NVE provides per-tenant forwarding and routing instance (L3 VNI), and L3 (IP/MPLS) tunneling encapsulation of tenant IP packets across the underlay. Note that routing could be performed locally on the NVE or in a separate control entity.

2.4. Operational Management Considerations

NVO3 services are overlay services over an IP underlay.

As far as the IP underlay is concerned, existing IP OAM facilities are used.

With regards to the NVO3 overlay, both L2 and L3 services can be offered. it is expected that existing fault and performance OAM facilities will be used. Sections 4.1. and 4.2.6. below provide further discussion of additional fault and performance management issues to consider.

As far as configuration is concerned, the DC environment is driven by the need to bring new services up rapidly and is typically very dynamic specifically in the context of virtualized services. It is therefore critical to automate the configuration of NVO3 services.
3. Functional components

This section decomposes the Network Virtualization architecture into functional components described in Figure 3 to make it easier to discuss solution options for these components.

3.1. Service Virtualization Components

3.1.1. Virtual Access Points (VAPs)

Tenant Systems are connected to VNIs through Virtual Access Points (VAPs).

VAPs can be physical ports or virtual ports identified through logical interface identifiers (e.g., VLAN ID, internal vSwitch Interface ID connected to a VM).

3.1.2. Virtual Network Instance (VNI)

A VNI is a specific VN instance on an NVE. Each VNI defines a forwarding context that contains reachability information and policies.

3.1.3. Overlay Modules and VN Context

Mechanisms for identifying each tenant service are required to allow the simultaneous overlay of multiple tenant services over the same underlay L3 network topology. In the data plane, each NVE, upon sending a tenant packet, must be able to encode the VN Context for the destination NVE in addition to the L3 tunneling information (e.g., source IP address identifying the source NVE and the destination IP address identifying the destination NVE, or MPLS label). This allows the destination NVE to identify the tenant service instance and therefore appropriately process and forward the tenant packet.

The Overlay module provides tunneling overlay functions: tunnel initiation/termination as in the case of stateful tunnels (see Section 3.1.4), and/or simply encapsulation/decapsulation of frames from VAPs/L3 underlay.

In a multi-tenant context, tunneling aggregates frames from/to different VNIs. Tenant identification and traffic demultiplexing are based on the VN Context identifier.

The following approaches can be considered:
- VN Context identifier per Tenant: Globally unique (on a per-DC administrative domain) VN identifier used to identify the corresponding VNI. Examples of such identifiers in existing technologies are IEEE VLAN IDs and ISID tags that identify virtual L2 domains when using IEEE 802.1aq and IEEE 802.1ah, respectively. Note that multiple VN identifiers can belong to a tenant.

- One VN Context identifier per VNI: Each VNI value is automatically generated by the egress NVE, or a control plane associated with that NVE, and usually distributed by a control plane protocol to all the related NVEs. An example of this approach is the use of per VRF MPLS labels in IP VPN [RFC4364]. The VNI value is therefore locally significant to the egress NVE.

- One VN Context identifier per VAP: A value locally significant to an NVE is assigned and usually distributed by a control plane protocol to identify a VAP. An example of this approach is the use of per CE-PE MPLS labels in IP VPN [RFC4364].

Note that when using one VN Context per VNI or per VAP, an additional global identifier (e.g., a VN identifier or name) may be used by the control plane to identify the Tenant context.

3.1.4. Tunnel Overlays and Encapsulation options

Once the VN context identifier is added to the frame, an L3 Tunnel encapsulation is used to transport the frame to the destination NVE.

Different IP tunneling options (e.g., GRE, L2TP, IPSec) and MPLS tunneling can be used. Tunneling could be stateless or stateful. Stateless tunneling simply entails the encapsulation of a tenant packet with another header necessary for forwarding the packet across the underlay (e.g., IP tunneling over an IP underlay). Stateful tunneling on the other hand entails maintaining tunneling state at the tunnel endpoints (i.e., NVEs). Tenant packets on an ingress NVE can then be transmitted over such tunnels to a destination (egress) NVE by encapsulating the packets with a corresponding tunneling header. The tunneling state at the endpoints may be configured or dynamically established. Solutions should specify the tunneling technology used, whether it is stateful or stateless. In this document, however, tunneling and tunneling encapsulation are used interchangeably to simply mean the encapsulation of a tenant packet with a tunneling header necessary to carry the packet between an ingress NVE and an egress NVE across the underlay. It should be noted that stateful tunneling, especially when configuration is involved, does impose management overhead and
scale constraints. When confidentiality is required, the use of opportunistic security [OPPSEC] can be used as a stateless tunneling solution.

3.1.5. Control Plane Components

3.1.5.1. Distributed vs Centralized Control Plane

A control/management plane entity can be centralized or distributed. Both approaches have been used extensively in the past. The routing model of the Internet is a good example of a distributed approach. Transport networks have usually used a centralized approach to manage transport paths.

It is also possible to combine the two approaches, i.e., using a hybrid model. A global view of network state can have many benefits but it does not preclude the use of distributed protocols within the network. Centralized models provide a facility to maintain global state, and distribute that state to the network. When used in combination with distributed protocols, greater network efficiencies, improved reliability and robustness can be achieved. Domain and/or deployment specific constraints define the balance between centralized and distributed approaches.

3.1.5.2. Auto-provisioning/Service discovery

NVEs must be able to identify the appropriate VNI for each Tenant System. This is based on state information that is often provided by external entities. For example, in an environment where a VM is a Tenant System, this information is provided by VM orchestration systems, since these are the only entities that have visibility of which VM belongs to which tenant.

A mechanism for communicating this information to the NVE is required. VAPs have to be created and mapped to the appropriate VNI. Depending upon the implementation, this control interface can be implemented using an auto-discovery protocol between Tenant Systems and their local NVE or through management entities. In either case, appropriate security and authentication mechanisms to verify that Tenant System information is not spoofed or altered are required. This is one critical aspect for providing integrity and tenant isolation in the system.

NVEs may learn reachability information to VNIs on other NVEs via a control protocol that exchanges such information among NVEs, or via a management control entity.
3.1.5.3. Address advertisement and tunnel mapping

As traffic reaches an ingress NVE on a VAP, a lookup is performed to determine which NVE or local VAP the packet needs to be sent to. If the packet is to be sent to another NVE, the packet is encapsulated with a tunnel header containing the destination information (destination IP address or MPLS label) of the egress NVE. Intermediate nodes (between the ingress and egress NVEs) switch or route traffic based upon the tunnel destination information.

A key step in the above process consists of identifying the destination NVE the packet is to be tunneled to. NVEs are responsible for maintaining a set of forwarding or mapping tables that hold the bindings between destination VM and egress NVE addresses. Several ways of populating these tables are possible: control plane driven, management plane driven, or data plane driven.

When a control plane protocol is used to distribute address reachability and tunneling information, the auto-provisioning/Service discovery could be accomplished by the same protocol. In this scenario, the auto-provisioning/Service discovery could be combined with (be inferred from) the address advertisement and associated tunnel mapping. Furthermore, a control plane protocol that carries both MAC and IP addresses eliminates the need for ARP, and hence addresses one of the issues with explosive ARP handling as discussed in [RFC6820].

3.1.5.4. Overlay Tunneling

For overlay tunneling, and dependent upon the tunneling technology used for encapsulating the Tenant System packets, it may be sufficient to have one or more local NVE addresses assigned and used in the source and destination fields of a tunneling encapsulation header. Other information that is part of the tunneling encapsulation header may also need to be configured. In certain cases, local NVE configuration may be sufficient while in other cases, some tunneling related information may need to be shared among NVEs. The information that needs to be shared will be technology dependent. For instance, potential information could include tunnel identity, encapsulation type, and/or tunnel resources. In certain cases, such as when using IP multicast in the underlay, tunnels which interconnect NVEs may need to be established. When tunneling information needs to be exchanged or shared among NVEs, a control plane protocol may be required. For instance, it may be necessary to provide active/standby status...
information between NVEs, up/down status information, pruning/grafting information for multicast tunnels, etc.

In addition, a control plane may be required to setup the tunnel path for some tunneling technologies. This applies to both unicast and multicast tunneling.

3.2. Multi-homing

Multi-homing techniques can be used to increase the reliability of an NVO3 network. It is also important to ensure that physical diversity in an NVO3 network is taken into account to avoid single points of failure.

Multi-homing can be enabled in various nodes, from Tenant Systems into ToRs, ToRs into core switches/routers, and core nodes into DC GWs.

The NVO3 underlay nodes (i.e. from NVEs to DC GWs) rely on IP routing as the means to re-route traffic upon failures techniques or on MPLS re-rerouting capabilities.

When a Tenant System is co-located with the NVE, the Tenant System is effectively single homed to the NVE via a virtual port. When the Tenant System and the NVE are separated, the Tenant System is connected to the NVE via a logical Layer2 (L2) construct such as a VLAN and it can be multi-homed to various NVEs. An NVE may provide an L2 service to the end system or an L3 service. An NVE may be multi-homed to a next layer in the DC at Layer2 (L2) or Layer3 (L3). When an NVE provides an L2 service and is not co-located with the end system, loop avoidance techniques must be used. Similarly, when the NVE provides L3 service, similar dual-homing techniques can be used. When the NVE provides a L3 service to the end system, it is possible that no dynamic routing protocol is enabled between the end system and the NVE. The end system can be multi-homed to multiple physically-separated L3 NVEs over multiple interfaces. When one of the links connected to an NVE fails, the other interfaces can be used to reach the end system.

External connectivity from a DC can be handled by two or more DC gateways. Each gateway provides access to external networks such as VPNs or the Internet. A gateway may be connected to two or more edge nodes in the external network for redundancy. When a connection to an upstream node is lost, the alternative connection is used and the failed route withdrawn.
3.3. VM Mobility

In DC environments utilizing VM technologies, an important feature is that VMs can move from one server to another server in the same or different L2 physical domains (within or across DCs) in a seamless manner.

A VM can be moved from one server to another in stopped or suspended state ("cold" VM mobility) or in running/active state ("hot" VM mobility). With "hot" mobility, VM L2 and L3 addresses need to be preserved. With "cold" mobility, it may be desired to preserve at least VM L3 addresses.

Solutions to maintain connectivity while a VM is moved are necessary in the case of "hot" mobility. This implies that connectivity among VMs is preserved. For instance, for L2 VNs, ARP caches are updated accordingly.

Upon VM mobility, NVE policies that define connectivity among VMs must be maintained.

During VM mobility, it is expected that the path to the VM's default gateway assures adequate QoS to VM applications, i.e. QoS that matches the expected service level agreement for these applications.

4. Key aspects of overlay networks

The intent of this section is to highlight specific issues that proposed overlay solutions need to address.

4.1. Pros & Cons

An overlay network is a layer of virtual network topology on top of the physical network.

Overlay networks offer the following key advantages:

- Unicast tunneling state management and association of Tenant Systems reachability are handled at the edge of the network (at the NVE). Intermediate transport nodes are unaware of such state. Note that when multicast is enabled in the underlay network to build multicast trees for tenant VNs, there would be more state related to tenants in the underlay core network.

- Tunneling is used to aggregate traffic and hide tenant addresses from the underlay network, and hence offer the
advantage of minimizing the amount of forwarding state required
within the underlay network

- Decoupling of the overlay addresses (MAC and IP) used by VMs
from the underlay network for tenant separation and separation
of the tenant address spaces from the underlay address space.

- Support of a large number of virtual network identifiers

Overlay networks also create several challenges:

- Overlay networks have typically no control of underlay networks
and lack underlay network information (e.g. underlay
utilization):

- Overlay networks and/or their associated management entities
typically probe the network to measure link or path
properties, such as available bandwidth or packet loss rate.
It is difficult to accurately evaluate network properties. It
might be preferable for the underlay network to expose usage
and performance information.

- Miscommunication or lack of coordination between overlay and
underlay networks can lead to an inefficient usage of network
resources.

- When multiple overlays co-exist on top of a common underlay
network, the lack of coordination between overlays can lead
to performance issues and/or resource usage inefficiencies.

- Traffic carried over an overlay might fail to traverse
firewalls and NAT devices.

- Multicast service scalability: Multicast support may be
required in the underlay network to address tenant flood
containment or efficient multicast handling. The underlay may
also be required to maintain multicast state on a per-tenant
basis, or even on a per-individual multicast flow of a given
tenant. Ingress replication at the NVE eliminates that
additional multicast state in the underlay core, but depending
on the multicast traffic volume, it may cause inefficient use
of bandwidth.
4.2. Overlay issues to consider

4.2.1. Data plane vs Control plane driven

In the case of an L2 NVE, it is possible to dynamically learn MAC addresses against VAPs. It is also possible that such addresses be known and controlled via management or a control protocol for both L2 NVEs and L3 NVEs. Dynamic data plane learning implies that flooding of unknown destinations be supported and hence implies that broadcast and/or multicast be supported or that ingress replication be used as described in section 4.2.3. Multicasting in the underlay network for dynamic learning may lead to significant scalability limitations. Specific forwarding rules must be enforced to prevent loops from happening. This can be achieved using a spanning tree, a shortest path tree, or a split-horizon mesh.

It should be noted that the amount of state to be distributed is dependent upon network topology and the number of virtual machines. Different forms of caching can also be utilized to minimize state distribution between the various elements. The control plane should not require an NVE to maintain the locations of all the Tenant Systems whose VNIs are not present on the NVE. The use of a control plane does not imply that the data plane on NVEs has to maintain all the forwarding state in the control plane.

4.2.2. Coordination between data plane and control plane

For an L2 NVE, the NVE needs to be able to determine MAC addresses of the Tenant Systems connected via a VAP. This can be achieved via dataplane learning or a control plane. For an L3 NVE, the NVE needs to be able to determine IP addresses of the Tenant Systems connected via a VAP.

In both cases, coordination with the NVE control protocol is needed such that when the NVE determines that the set of addresses behind a VAP has changed, it triggers the NVE control plane to distribute this information to its peers.

4.2.3. Handling Broadcast, Unknown Unicast and Multicast (BUM) traffic

There are several options to support packet replication needed for broadcast, unknown unicast and multicast. Typical methods include:

- Ingress replication
Use of underlay multicast trees

There is a bandwidth vs state trade-off required between the two approaches. Depending upon the degree of replication required (i.e. the number of hosts per group) and the amount of multicast state to maintain, trading bandwidth for state should be considered.

When the number of hosts per group is large, the use of underlay multicast trees may be more appropriate. When the number of hosts is small (e.g. 2-3) and/or the amount of multicast traffic is small, ingress replication may not be an issue.

Depending upon the size of the data center network and hence the number of \((S,G)\) entries, and also the duration of multicast flows, the use of underlay multicast trees can be a challenge.

When flows are well known, it is possible to pre-provision such multicast trees. However, it is often difficult to predict application flows ahead of time, and hence programming of \((S,G)\) entries for short-lived flows could be impractical.

A possible trade-off is to use in the underlay shared multicast trees as opposed to dedicated multicast trees.

4.2.4. Path MTU

When using overlay tunneling, an outer header is added to the original frame. This can cause the MTU of the path to the egress tunnel endpoint to be exceeded.

It is usually not desirable to rely on IP fragmentation for performance reasons. Ideally, the interface MTU as seen by a Tenant System is adjusted such that no fragmentation is needed.

It is possible for the MTU to be configured manually or to be discovered dynamically. Various Path MTU discovery techniques exist in order to determine the proper MTU size to use:

- Classical ICMP-based MTU Path Discovery \([RFC1191]\) \([RFC1981]\)

- Tenant Systems rely on ICMP messages to discover the MTU of the end-to-end path to its destination. This method is not always possible, such as when traversing middle boxes (e.g. firewalls) which disable ICMP for security reasons
- Extended MTU Path Discovery techniques such as defined in [RFC4821]

- Tenant Systems send probe packets of different sizes, and rely on confirmation of receipt or lack thereof from receivers to allow a sender to discover the MTU of the end-to-end paths.

While it could also be possible to rely on the NVE to perform segmentation and reassembly operations without relying on the Tenant Systems to know about the end-to-end MTU, this would lead to undesired performance and congestion issues as well as significantly increase the complexity of hardware NVEs required for buffering and reassembly logic.

Preferably, the underlay network should be designed in such a way that the MTU can accommodate the extra tunneling and possibly additional NVO3 header encapsulation overhead.

4.2.5. NVE location trade-offs

In the case of DC traffic, traffic originated from a VM is native Ethernet traffic. This traffic can be switched by a local virtual switch or ToR switch and then by a DC gateway. The NVE function can be embedded within any of these elements.

There are several criteria to consider when deciding where the NVE function should happen:

- Processing and memory requirements
  - Datapath (e.g. lookups, filtering, encapsulation/decapsulation)
  - Control plane processing (e.g. routing, signaling, OAM) and where specific control plane functions should be enabled

- FIB/RIB size

- Multicast support
  - Routing/signaling protocols
  - Packet replication capability
  - Multicast FIB

- Fragmentation support
- QoS support (e.g. marking, policing, queuing)
- Resiliency

4.2.6. Interaction between network overlays and underlays

When multiple overlays co-exist on top of a common underlay network, resources (e.g., bandwidth) should be provisioned to ensure that traffic from overlays can be accommodated and QoS objectives can be met. Overlays can have partially overlapping paths (nodes and links).

Each overlay is selfish by nature. It sends traffic so as to optimize its own performance without considering the impact on other overlays, unless the underlay paths are traffic engineered on a per overlay basis to avoid congestion of underlay resources.

Better visibility between overlays and underlays, or generally coordination in placing overlay demand on an underlay network, may be achieved by providing mechanisms to exchange performance and liveliness information between the underlay and overlay(s) or the use of such information by a coordination system. Such information may include:

- Performance metrics (throughput, delay, loss, jitter) such as defined in [RFC3148], [RFC2679], [RFC2680], and [RFC3393].
- Cost metrics

5. Security Considerations

There are three points-of-view when considering security for NVO3. First, the service offered by a service provider via NVO3 technology to a tenant must meet the mutually agreed security requirements. Second, a network implementing NVO3 must be able to trust the virtual network identity associated with packets received from a tenant. Third, an NVO3 network must consider the security associated with running as an overlay across the underlaying network.

To meet a tenant’s security requirements, the NVO3 service must deliver packets from the tenant to the indicated destination(s) in the overlay network and external networks. The NVO3 service provides data confidentiality through data separation. The use of both VNIs and tunneling of tenant traffic by NVEs ensures that NVO3 data is kept in a separate context and thus separated from other tenant traffic. The infrastructure supporting an NVO3 service (e.g.
management systems, NVEs, NVAs, and intermediate underlay networks) should be limited to authorized access so that data integrity can be expected. If a tenant requires that its data be confidential, then the tenant system may choose to encrypt its data before transmission into the NVO3 service.

An NVO3 service must be able to verify the VNI received on a packet from the tenant. To ensure this, not only tenant data but also NVO3 control data must be secured (e.g. control traffic between NVAs and NVEs, between NVAs and between NVEs). Since NVEs and NVAs play a central role in NVO3, it is critical that a secure access to NVEs and NVAs be ensured such that no unauthorized access is possible. As discussed in section 3.1.5.2., Tenant Systems identification is based upon state that is often provided by management systems (e.g. a VM orchestration system in a virtualized environment). Secure access to such management systems must also be ensured. When an NVE receives data from a Tenant System, the tenant identity needs to be verified in order to guarantee that it is authorized to access the corresponding VN. This can be achieved by identifying incoming packets against specific VAPs in some cases. In other circumstances, authentication may be necessary. Once this verification is done, the packet is allowed into the NVO3 overlay and no integrity protection is provided on the overlay packet encapsulation (e.g. the VNI, destination VNE, etc.).

Since an NVO3 service can run across diverse underlay networks, when the underlay network is not trusted to provide at least data integrity, data encryption is needed to assure correct packet delivery.

It is also desirable to restrict the types of information (e.g. topology information, such as discussed in Section 4.2.6) that can be exchanged between an NVO3 service and underlaying networks based upon their agreed security requirements.

6. IANA Considerations

IANA does not need to take any action for this draft.
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1. Introduction

Compute Virtualization has dramatically and quickly changed IT industry in terms of efficiency, cost, and the speed in providing a new applications and/or services. However the problems in today’s data center hinder the support of an elastic cloud service and dynamic virtual tenant networks [NVO3PRBM]. The goal of DC Network Virtualization Overlays, i.e. NVO3, is to decouple tenant system communication networking from DC physical networks and to allow one physical network infrastructure to provide: 1) traffic isolation among virtual networks over the same physical network; 2) independent address space in each virtual network and address isolation from the infrastructure’s; 3) Flexible VM placement and move from one server to another without any physical network limitation. These characteristics will help address the issues in the data centers [NVO3PRBM].

Although NVO3 may enable a true virtual environment where VMs and network service appliances communicate, the NVO3 solution has to address the communication between a virtual network and one physical network. This is because 1) many traditional DCs exist and will not disappear any time soon; 2) a lot of DC applications serve to Internet and/or cooperation users on physical networks; 3) some applications like Big Data analytics which are CPU bound may not want the virtualization capability.

This document is to describe general NVO3 use cases that apply to various data center networks to ensure nvo3 framework and solutions can meet the demands. Three types of the use cases described here are:

- A virtual network connects many tenant systems within a Data Center and form one L2 or L3 communication domain. A virtual network segregates its traffic from others and allows the VMs in the network moving from one server to another. The case may be used for DC internal applications that constitute the DC East-West traffic.

- A DC provider offers a secure DC service to an enterprise customer and/or Internet users. In these cases, the enterprise customer may use a traditional VPN provided by a carrier or an IPsec tunnel over Internet connecting to an overlay virtual network offered by a Data Center provider. This is mainly constitutes DC North-South traffic.
A DC provider uses NVO3 to design a variety of cloud applications that make use of the network service appliance, virtual compute, storage, and networking. In this case, the NVO3 provides the virtual networking functions for the applications.

The document uses the architecture reference model and terminologies defined in [NVO3FRWK] to describe the use cases.

2. Terminology

This document uses the terminologies defined in [NVO3FRWK], [RFC4364]. Some additional terms used in the document are listed here.

- CUG: Closed User Group
- L2 VNI: L2 Virtual Network Instance
- L3 VNI: L3 Virtual Network Instance
- ARP: Address Resolution Protocol
- CPE: Customer Premise Equipment
- DNS: Domain Name Service
- DMZ: DeMilitarized Zone
- NAT: Network Address Translation
- VNIF: Virtual Network Interconnection Interface

3. Basic Virtual Networks in a Data Center

A virtual network may exist within a DC. The network enables a communication among tenant systems (TSs) that are in a Closed User Group (CUG). A TS may be a physical server or virtual machine (VM) on a server. A virtual network has a unique virtual network identifier (may be local or global unique) for switches/routers to properly differentiate it from other virtual networks. The CUGs are formed so that proper policies can be applied when the TSs in one CUG communicate with the TSs in other CUGs.

Figure 1 depicts this case by using the framework model. [NVO3FRWK] NVE1 and NVE2 are two network virtual edges and each may exist on a server or ToR. Each NVE may be the member of one or more virtual networks. Each virtual network may be L2 or L3 basis. In this
illustration, three virtual networks with VN context Ta, Tn, and Tm are shown. The VN ‘Ta’ terminates on both NVE1 and NVE2; The VN ‘Tn’ terminates on NVE1 and the VN ‘Tm’ at NVE2 only. If an NVE is a member of a VN, one or more virtual network instances (VNI) (i.e. routing and forwarding table) exist on the NVE. Each NVE has one overlay module to perform frame encapsulation/decapsulation and tunneling initiation/termination. In this scenario, a tunnel between NVE1 and NVE2 is necessary for the virtual network Ta.

A TS attaches to a virtual network (VN) via a virtual access point (VAP) on an NVE. One TS may participate in one or more virtual networks via VAPs; one NVE may be configured with multiple VAPs for a VN. Furthermore if individual virtual networks use different address spaces, the TS participating in all of them will be configured with multiple addresses as well. A TS as a gateway is an example for this. In addition, multiple TSs may use one VAP to attach to a VN. For example, VMs are on a server and NVE is on ToR, then some VMs may attach to NVE via a VLAN.

A VNI on an NVE is a routing and forwarding table that caches and/or maintains the mapping of a tenant system and its attached NVE. The table entry may be updated by the control plane, data plane, management plane, or the combination of them.

![Diagram of L3 Network and Tunnel Overlay](image-url)
One virtual network may have many NVE members and interconnect several thousands of TSs (as a matter of policy), the capability of supporting a lot of TSs per tenant instance and TS mobility is critical for NVO3 solution no matter where an NVE resides.

It is worth to mention two distinct cases here. The first is when TS and NVE are co-located on a same physical device, which means that the NVE is aware of the TS state at any time via internal API. The second is when TS and NVE are remotely connected, i.e. connected via a switched network or point-to-point link. In this case, a protocol is necessary for NVE to know TS state.

Note that if all NVEs are co-located with TSs in a CUG, the communication in the CUG is in a true virtual environment. If a TS connects to a NVE remotely, the communication from this TS to other TSs in the CUG is not in a true virtual environment. The packets to/from this TS are directly carried over a physical network, i.e. on the wire. This may require some necessary configuration on the physical network to facilitate the communication.

Individual virtual networks may use its own address space and the space is isolated from DC infrastructure. This eliminates the route reconfiguration in the DC underlying network when VMs move. Note that the NVO3 solutions still have to address VM move in the overlay network, i.e. the TS/NVE association change when a VM moves.

If a virtual network spans across multiple DC sites, one design is to allow the corresponding NVO3 instance seamlessly span across those sites without DC gateway routers’ termination. In this case, the tunnel between a pair of NVEs may in turn be tunneled over other intermediate tunnels over the Internet or other WANs, or the intra DC and inter DC tunnels are stitched together to form an end-to-end tunnel between two NVEs in different DCs.

4. Interconnecting DC Virtual Network and External Networks

For customers (an enterprise or individuals) who want to utilize the DC provider’s compute and storage resources to run their applications, they need to access their systems hosted in a DC through Carrier WANs or Internet. A DC provider may use an NVO3 virtual network for such customer to access their systems; then it, in turn, becomes the case of interconnecting DC virtual network and external networks. Two cases are described here.
4.1. DC Virtual Network Access via Internet

A user or an enterprise customer connects to a DC virtual network via Internet but securely. Figure 2 illustrates this case. An L3 virtual network is configured on NVE1 and NVE2 and two NVEs are connected via an L3 tunnel in the Data Center. A set of tenant systems attach to NVE1. The NVE2 connects to one (may be more) TS that runs the VN gateway and NAT applications (known as network service appliance). A user or customer can access their systems via Internet by using IPsec tunnel [RFC4301]. The encrypted tunnel is established between the VN GW and the user machine or CPE at enterprise location. The VN GW provides authentication scheme and encryption. Note that VN GW function may be performed by a network service appliance device or on a DC GW.

```
+--------------+ +----------+
|    +------+  | | Firewall | TS
|------+(OM)+L3 VNI------+-+ NAT      | (VN GW)
L3 Tunnel +--------------+      ^
|               NVE2       |IPsec Tunnel
|                  +---+-'   '+'---+
| [Overlay Module]   ( Internet )
|                  +---+-'
| L3 VNI            \../+\.--/
|                  \../+\.--/
|  +-----+--------+-+  |            \..
|  |   L3 VNI   |  |        '-'     :      '-'
|  +-----+--------+-+  |            \
|  ...   |                     V
NVE1 +--------+---------+
|  +------+-+--------+-+  |            |
|  |Overlay Module|      +---------------+
|  |   L3 VNI   |      NVE2
|  +-----+------+  +---------------+
|  ...   |                     V
Tenant Systems               User Access
```

OM: Overlay Module;

Figure 2 DC Virtual Network Access via Internet

4.2. DC Virtual Network and WAN VPN Interconnection

A DC Provider and Carrier may build a VN and VPN independently and interconnect the VN and VPN at the DC GW and PE for an enterprise customer. Figure 3 depicts this case in an L3 overlay (L2 overlay is the same). The DC provider constructs an L3 VN between the NVE1 on a server and the NVE2 on the DC GW in the DC site; the carrier
constructs an L3VPN between PE1 and PE2 in its IP/MPLS network. An Ethernet Interface physically connects the DC GW and PE2 devices. The local VLAN over the Ethernet interface [VRF-LITE] is configured to connect the L3VNI/NVE2 and VRF, which makes the interconnection between the L3 VN in the DC and the L3VPN in IP/MPLS network. An Ethernet Interface may be used between PE1 and CE to connect the L3VPN and enterprise physical networks.

This configuration allows the enterprise networks communicating to the tenant systems attached to the L3 VN without interfering with DC provider underlying physical networks and other overlay networks in the DC. The enterprise may use its own address space on the tenant systems attached to the L3 VN. The DC provider can manage the VMs and storage attached to the L3 VN for the enterprise customer. The enterprise customer can determine and run their applications on the VMs. From the L3 VN perspective, an end point in the enterprise location appears as the end point associating to the NVE2. The NVE2 on the DC GW has to perform both the GRE tunnel termination [RFC4797] and the local VLAN termination and forward the packets in between. The DC provider and Carrier negotiate the local VLAN ID used on the Ethernet interface.

This configuration makes the L3VPN over the WANs only has the reachbility to the TS in the L3 VN. It does not have the reachability of DC physical networks and other VNs in the DC. However, the L3VPN has the reachability of enterprise networks. Note that both the DC provider and enterprise may have multiple network locations connecting to the L3VPN.

The eBGP protocol can be used between DC GW and PE2 for the route population in between. In fact, this is like the Option A in [RFC4364]. This configuration can work with any NVO3 solution. The eBGP, OSPF, or other can be used between PE1 and CE for the route population.
If an enterprise only has one location, it may use P2P VPWS [RFC4664] or L2TP [RFC5641] to connect one DC provider site. In this case, one edge connects to a physical network and another edge connects to an overlay network.

Various alternatives can be configured between DC GW and SP PE to achieve the same capability. Option B, C, or D in RFC4364 [RFC4364] can be used and the characteristics of each option are described there.

The interesting feature in this use case is that the L3 VN and compute resource are managed by the DC provider. The DC operator can place them at any location without notifying the enterprise and carrier because the DC physical network is completely isolated from the carrier and enterprise network. Furthermore, the DC operator may move the VMs assigned to the enterprise from one server to another in the DC without the enterprise customer awareness, i.e. no impact on the enterprise ‘live’ applications running these resources. Such advanced feature brings some requirements for NVO3 [NVO3PRBM].

5. DC Applications Using NVO3

NVO3 brings DC operators the flexibility to design different applications in a true virtual environment (or nearly true) without worrying about physical network configuration in the Data Center. DC operators may build several virtual networks and interconnect them directly to form a tenant virtual network and implement the
communication rules, i.e. policy between different virtual networks; or may allocate some VMs to run tenant applications and some to run network service application such as Firewall and DNS for the tenant. Several use cases are given in this section.

5.1. Supporting Multi Technologies in a Data Center

Most likely servers deployed in a large data center are rolled in at different times and may have different capacities/features. Some servers may be virtualized, some may not; some may be equipped with virtual switches, some may not. For the ones equipped with hypervisor based virtual switches, some may support VxLAN [VXLAN] encapsulation, some may support NVGRE encapsulation [NVGRE], and some may not support any types of encapsulation. To construct a tenant virtual network among these servers and the ToRs, it may use two virtual networks and a gateway to allow different implementations working together. For example, one virtual network uses VxLAN encapsulation and another virtual network uses traditional VLAN.

The gateway entity, either on VMs or standalone one, participates in to both virtual networks, and maps the services and identifiers and changes the packet encapsulations.

5.2. Tenant Virtual Network with Bridging/Routing

A tenant virtual network may span across multiple Data Centers. DC operator may want to use L2VN within a DC and L3VN outside DCs for a tenant network. This is very similar to today’s DC physical network configuration. L2 bridging has the simplicity and endpoint awareness while L3 routing has advantages in policy based routing, aggregation, and scalability. For this configuration, the virtual L2/L3 gateway function is necessary to interconnect L2VN and L3VN in each DC. Figure 4 illustrates this configuration.

Figure 4 depicts two DC sites. The site A constructs an L2VN that terminates on NVE1, NVE2, and GW1. An L3VN is configured between the GW1 at site A and the GW2 at site Z. An internal Virtual Network Interconnection Interface (VNIF) connects to L2VNI and L3VNI on GW1. Thus the GW1 is the members of the L2VN and L3VN. The L2VNI is the MAC/NVE mapping table and the L3VNI is IP prefix/NVE mapping table. Note that a VNI also has the mapping of TS and VAP at the local NVE. The site Z has the similar configuration. A packet coming to the GW1 from L2VN will be descapulated and converted into an IP packet and then encapsulated and sent to the site Z. The Gateway uses ARP protocol to obtain MAC/IP address mapping.
Note that both the L2VN and L3VN in the figure are carried by the tunnels supported by the underlying networks which are not shown in the figure.

5.3. Virtual Data Center (VDC)

Enterprise DC’s today may often use several routers, switches, and service devices to construct its internal network, DMZ, and external network access. A DC Provider may offer a virtual DC to an enterprise customer to run enterprise applications such as website/emails. Instead of using many hardware devices, with the overlay and virtualization technology of NVO3, DC operators can build them on top of a common network infrastructure for many customers and run service applications per customer basis. The service applications may include firewall, gateway, DNS, load balancer, NAT, etc.
Figure 5 below illustrates this scenario. For the simple illustration, it only shows the L3VN or L2VN as virtual and overlay routers or switches. In this case, DC operators construct several L2 VNs (L2VNx, L2VNy, L2VNg in Figure 5) to group the end tenant systems together per application basis, create an L3VNa for the internal routing. A server or VM runs firewall/gateway applications and connects to the L3VNa and Internet. A VPN tunnel is also built between the gateway and enterprise router. The design runs Enterprise Web-Mail/Voice applications at the provider DC site; lets the users at Enterprise site to access the applications via the VPN tunnel and Internet via a gateway at the Enterprise site; let Internet users access the applications via the gateway in the provider DC. The enterprise operators can also use the VPN tunnel or IPsec over Internet to access the vDC for the management purpose. The firewall/gateway provides application-level and packet-level gateway function and/or NAT function.

The Enterprise customer decides which applications are accessed by intranet only and which by both intranet and extranet; DC operators then design and configure the proper security policy and gateway function. DC operators may further set different QoS levels for the different applications for a customer.

This application requires the NVO3 solution to provide the DC operator an easy way to create NVEs and VNIs for any design and to quickly assign TSs to a VNI, easily place and configure policies on an NVE, and support VM mobility.
5.4. Federating NVO3 Domains

Two general cases are 1) Federating AS managed by a single operator; 2) Federating AS managed by different Operators. The detail will be described in next version.

6. OAM Considerations

NVO3 brings the ability for a DC provider to segregate tenant traffic. A DC provider needs to manage and maintain NVO3 instances. Similarly, the tenant needs to be informed about tunnel failures impacting tenant applications.

Various OAM and SOAM tools and procedures are defined in [IEEE 802.1ag], [ITU-T Y.1731], [RFC4378], [RFC5880], [ITU-T Y.1564] for L2 and L3 networks, and for user, including continuity check, loopback, link trace, testing, alarms such as AIS/RDI, and on-demand and periodic measurements. These procedures may apply to tenant overlay networks and tenants not only for proactive maintenance, but also to ensure support of Service Level Agreements (SLAs).

As the tunnel traverses different networks, OAM messages need to be translated at the edge of each network to ensure end-to-end OAM.

It is important that failures at lower layers which do not affect NVO3 instance are to be suppressed.

7. Summary

The document describes some basic potential use cases of NVO3. The combination of these cases should give operators flexibility and capability to design more sophisticated cases for various purposes.

The key requirements for NVO3 are 1) traffic segregation; 2) supporting a large scale number of virtual networks in a common infrastructure; 3) supporting highly distributed virtual network
with sparse memberships 3) VM mobility 4) auto or easy to construct a NVE and its associated TS; 5) Security 6) NVO3 Management [NVO3PRBM].

Difference between other overlay network technologies and NVO3 is that the client edges of the NVO3 network are individual and virtualized hosts, not network sites or LANs. NVO3 enables these virtual hosts communicating in a true virtual environment without constraints in physical networks.

NVO3 allows individual tenant virtual networks to use their own address space and isolates the space from the network infrastructure. The approach not only segregates the traffic from multi tenants on a common infrastructure but also makes VM placement and move easier.

DC services may vary from infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), to software as a service (SaaS), in which the network virtual overlay is just a portion of an application service. NVO3 decouples the services from DC network infrastructure configuration.

NVO3’s underlying network provides the tunneling between NVEs so that two NVEs appear as one hop to each other. Many tunneling technologies can serve this function. The tunneling may in turn be tunneled over other intermediate tunnels over the Internet or other WANs. It is also possible that intra DC and inter DC tunnels are stitched together to form an end-to-end tunnel between two NVEs.

A DC virtual network may be accessed via an external network in a secure way. Many existing technologies can help achieve this.

8. Security Considerations

Security is a concern. DC operators need to provide a tenant a secured virtual network, which means one tenant’s traffic isolated from the other tenant’s traffic and non-tenant’s traffic; they also need to prevent DC underlying network from any tenant application attacking through the tenant virtual network or one tenant application attacking another tenant application via DC networks. For example, a tenant application attempts to generate a large volume of traffic to overload DC underlying network. The NVO3 solution has to address these issues.

9. IANA Considerations

This document does not request any action from IANA.
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1. Introduction

Note: the contents of this document were originally in [I-D.kreeger-nvo3-overlay-cp]. The content has been pulled into its own document because the problem area covered is distinct and different from what most folk think of as a "control protocol" for NVO3. Other related documents on this same general topic include [I-D.kompella-nvo3-server2nve], [I-D.gu-nvo3-overlay-cp-arch], and [I-D.gu-nvo3-tes-nve-mechanism].

"Problem Statement: Overlays for Network Virtualization" [I-D.ietf-nvo3-overlay-problem-statement] discusses the needs for network virtualization using overlay networks in highly virtualized data centers and provides a general motivation for building such networks. "Framework for DC Network Virtualization" [I-D.ietf-nvo3-framework] provides a framework for discussing overlay networks generally and the various components that must work together in building such systems. The reader is assumed to be familiar with both documents.

Section 4.5 of [I-D.ietf-nvo3-overlay-problem-statement] describes three separate work areas that fall under the general category of a control protocol for NVO3. This document focuses entirely on the control protocol related to the hypervisor-to-NVE interaction, labeled as the "third work item" in [I-D.ietf-nvo3-overlay-problem-statement]. Requirements for the interaction between an NVE and the "oracle" are described in [I-D.kreeger-nvo3-overlay-cp].

The NVO3 WG needs to decide on a better term for "oracle". This document will use Information Mapping Authority (IMA) until a decision is made.

This document uses the term "hypervisor" throughout when describing the scenario where NVE functionality is implemented on a separate device from the "hypervisor" that contains a VM connected to a VN. In this context, the term "hypervisor" is meant to cover any device type where the NVE functionality is offloaded in this fashion, e.g., a Network Service Appliance.

This document often uses the term "VM" and "Tenant System" (TS) interchangeably, even though a VM is just one type of Tenant System that may connect to a VN. For example, a service instance within a Network Service Appliance may be another type of TS. When this document uses the term VM, it will in most cases apply to other types of TSs.
2. Terminology

This document uses the same terminology as found in the NVO3 Framework document, [I-D.ietf-nvo3-framework]. Some of the terms defined in the Framework document have been repeated in this section for the convenience of the reader, along with additional terminology that is used by this document.

IMA: Information Mapping Authority.

[I-D.ietf-nvo3-overlay-problem-statement] uses the term "oracle" to describe this. It is a back-end system that is responsible for distributing and maintaining the mapping information for the entire overlay system. Note that the WG never reached consensus on what to call this architectural entity within the overlay system, so this term is subject to change.

Tenant System: A physical or virtual system that can play the role of a host, or a forwarding element such as a router, switch, firewall, etc. It belongs to a single tenant and connects to one or more VNs of that tenant.

End Device: A physical system to which networking service is provided. Examples include hosts (e.g. server or server blade), storage systems (e.g., file servers, iSCSI storage systems), and network devices (e.g., firewall, load-balancer, IPSec gateway). An end device may include internal networking functionality that interconnects the device’s components (e.g. virtual switches that interconnect VMs running on the same server). NVE functionality may be implemented as part of that internal networking.

Network Service Appliance: A stand-alone physical device or a virtual device that provides a network service, such as a firewall, load balancer, etc. Such appliances may embed Network Virtualization Edge (NVE) functionality within them in order to more efficiently operate as part of a virtualized network.

VN: Virtual Network. This is a virtual L2 or L3 domain that belongs to a tenant.

VDC: Virtual Data Center. A container for virtualized compute, storage and network services. Managed by a single tenant, a VDC can contain multiple VNs and multiple Tenant Systems that are connected to one or more of these VNs.

VN Alias: A string name for a VN as used by administrators and customers to name a specific VN. A VN Alias is a human-readable string that can be listed in contracts, customer forms, email, configuration files, etc. and that can be communicated easily
vocally (e.g., over the phone). A VN Name is independent of the underlying technology used to implement a VN and will generally not be carried in protocol fields of control protocols used in virtual networks. Rather, a VN Alias will be mapped into a VN Name where precision is required.

**VN Name:** A globally unique identifier for a VN suitable for use within network protocols. A VN Name will usually be paired with a VN Alias, with the VN Alias used by humans as a shorthand way to name and identify a specific VN. A VN Name should have a compact representation to minimize protocol overhead where a VN Name is carried in a protocol field. Using a Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) as discussed in RFC 4122, may work well because it is both compact and a fixed size and can be generated locally with a very high likelihood of global uniqueness.

**VN ID:** A unique and compact identifier for a VN within the scope of a specific NVO3 administrative domain. It will generally be more efficient to carry VN IDs as fields in control protocols than VN Aliases. There is a one-to-one mapping between a VN Name and a VN ID within an NVO3 Administrative Domain. Depending on the technology used to implement an overlay network, the VN ID could be used as the Context Identifier in the data plane, or would need to be mapped to a locally-significant Context Identifier.

**VN Profile:** Meta data associated with a VN that is used by an NVE when ingressing/egressing packets to/from a specific VN. Meta data could include such information as ACLs, QoS settings, etc. The VN Profile contains parameters that apply to the VN as a whole. Control protocols could use the VN ID or VN Name to obtain the VN Profile.

**VNIC:** A Virtual NIC that connects a Tenant System to a Virtual Network Instance (VNI). Virtual NICs have virtual MAC addresses that may not be globally unique, but must be unique within a VN for proper network operation.

**VNIC Name:** A globally unique identifier for a VNIC suitable for use within network protocols. Note that because VNIC MAC addresses may not be globally unique, they cannot be used as the VNIC Name. A VNIC Name should have a compact representation to minimize protocol overhead where a VNIC Name is carried in a protocol field. Using a Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) as discussed in RFC 4122, may work well because it is both compact and a fixed size and can be generated locally with a very high likelihood of global uniqueness.
3. Entity Relationships

This section describes the relationships between the entities involved in the Hypervisor-to-NVE control protocol.

3.1. VNIC Containment Relationship

The root of the containment tree is a VNIC. Even though a VM may have multiple VNICS, from the point of view of an NVE, each VNIC can be treated independently. There is no need to identify the VM itself within the Hypervisor-to-NVE protocol.

Each VNIC can connect to multiple VNs. Within each VNIC-VN pair, multiple MAC addresses may be reachable. Within each VNIC-VN-MAC triplet, there may be multiple IP addresses. This containment hierarchy is depicted below.

```
VNIC--VNIC--MAC--IP
    |                  +-IP ...
    |                  +-MAC--IP
    |                    +-IP ...
    +-VN--MAC--IP
        |                +-IP ...
        +-MAC--IP
            +-IP ...
```

VNIC Containment Relationship

Figure 1

Any of these entities can be added or removed dynamically at any time.

The relationship implies that if one entity in the hierarchy is deleted then all the entities it contains are also deleted. For example, if a given VNIC disassociates from one VN, all the MAC and IP addresses are also disassociated. There is no need to signal the deletion of every entity within a VNIC when the VNIC is brought down or deleted (or the VM it is attached to is powered off or migrates away from the hypervisor).

If a VNIC provides connectivity to a range of IP addresses (e.g. the VM is a load balancer with many Virtual IP addresses), it will be more efficient to signal a range or address mask in place of
individual IP addresses.

In the majority of cases, a VM will be acting as a simple host that will have the following containment tree:

\[ \text{VNIC} \rightarrow \text{VN} \rightarrow \text{MAC} \rightarrow \text{IP} \]

Figure 2

Since this is the most common case, the Hypervisor-to-NVE protocol should be optimized to handle this case.

Tenant Systems (TS) that are providing network services (such as firewall, load balancer, VPN gateway) are likely to have a more complex containment hierarchy. For example, a TS acting as a load balancer is quite likely to terminate multiple IP addresses, one for each application, or farm of servers that it is providing the front end for.

Hypervisors often have a limit on the number of VNICs that a VM can have (e.g. in the range of 8 to 10 VNICs). If a VM has the need to connect to more networks than the number of VNICs the hypervisor supports, the solutions is often to configure the VNIC (and the associated virtual port on the virtual switch the VNIC connects to) as an 802.1Q trunk. In the case of a virtual switch that supports only VLANs, the VLAN tags used by all the VNICs connected to the switch (as well as the bridged network the hypervisor is physically connected to) share a common VLAN ID.

In a multi-tenant scenario using overlay Virtual Networks instead of VLANs, VNICs can still use 802.1Q tagging to isolate traffic from different VNs as it crosses the virtual link between the VNIC and the virtual switch; However, The tags would have only local significance across that virtual link, with the virtual switch mapping each tag value to a different VN. This implies that two different virtual links may use different 802.1Q tag values but with each mapped to the same VN by the virtual switch. Similarly, two VNICs could use the same VLAN tag value but the virtual switch can map each vPort/Tag pair to a different VN.

Each VNIC must attach to at least one VN and have at minimum one MAC address. An IP address can be optional depending on whether the VN is providing L2 or L3 service.

3.1.1. Layer 2 Virtual Network Service

When the Virtual Network is providing only Layer 2 forwarding, the NVEs only require knowledge of the Tenant System’s MAC addresses,
while layer 3 termination and routing happens only in the Tenant Systems.

For example, if a VM is acting as a router to connect together two layer 2 VNIs, the overlay system will forward frames to this router VM based on the VNIC’s MAC address, but inside the frames may be packets destined to many different IP addresses. There is no need for the NVEs to know the IP address of the router VM itself, nor the IP addresses of other TS that have packets routing through the VM. However, it may be useful for the NVE to know the IP address of the router itself for either troubleshooting, or for providing other network optimizations such as local termination of ARP (even though ARP optimizations are not strictly layer 2). It is recommended (but optional) for an End Device to provide an IP address for a VNIC even if the NVE is providing an L2 service.

When the overlay VN is forwarding at layer 2, it is possible for Tenant Systems to perform bridging between two VNs belonging to that tenant (provided the tenant MAC addresses do not overlap between the two VNs that are being bridged). Reasons for VMs to do this are the same as in the physical world, such as the insertion of a transparent firewall device. For example, a VM running firewall software can be inserted in between two groups of Tenant Systems on the same subnet by putting each group on a different VN and having the firewall VM bridge between them.

When a VM is acting as a transparent bridge, it will appear to the overlay system that the VM is terminating multiple MAC addresses - one for each TS that exists on the other VN the VM is bridging to. In order for the overlay system to properly forward traffic to the bridging VM, it must know the MAC addresses of all the tenant systems the VM is bridging towards. This is one case where a VNIC can appear to terminate more than one MAC address for the same VNIC/VN.

3.1.2. Layer 3 Virtual Network Service

When the Virtual Network is providing Layer 3 forwarding, the NVEs must have knowledge of the Tenant System IP addresses. In the case where there is a Tenant System providing L3 forwarding for the tenant (e.g. an L3 VPN gateway), the TS VNIC may only terminate frames with a single MAC address, but will be forwarding IP packets on the behalf of other Tenant Systems. This scenario requires more exploration to determine how the TS forwarding interacts with the VN forwarding; however, in one scenario, the TS VNIC may be seen as containing many IP addresses.

Note that a MAC address is required even for a pure L3 VN service because VNICs filter out frames with destination MAC addresses that
do not match the VNIC’s address; Therefore, the NVE providing an L3 service must first encapsulate an IP packet in an Ethernet frame with the VNIC’s destination MAC before it is sent to the End Device containing the VNIC.

4. Hypervisor-to-NVE Control Plane Protocol Functionality

The problem statement [I-D.ietf-nvo3-overlay-problem-statement], discusses the needs for a control plane protocol (or protocols) to populate each NVE with the state needed to perform its functions.

In one common scenario, an NVE provides overlay encapsulation/decapsulation packet forwarding services to Tenant Systems (TSs) that are co-resident with the NVE on the same End Device (e.g. when the NVE is embedded within a hypervisor or a Network Service Appliance). In such cases, there is no need for a standardized protocol between the hypervisor and NVE, as the interaction is implemented via software on a single device.

Alternatively, a Tenant System may use an externally connected NVE. An external NVE can provide an offload of the encapsulation/decapsulation function, network policy enforcement, as well as the VN Overlay protocol overheads. This offloading may provide performance improvements and/or resource savings to the End Device (e.g. hypervisor) making use of the external NVE.

The following figures give example scenarios where the Tenant System and NVE are on different devices separated by an access network.

Hypervisor with an External NVE.

Figure 3
Hypervisor with an External NVE across an Ethernet Access Switch.

Figure 4

Physical Network Service Appliance with an External NVE.

Figure 5

In the examples above, the physical VLAN Trunk from the Hypervisor or Network Services Appliance towards the external NVE only needs to carry locally significant VLAN tag values. How "local" the significance is depends on whether the Hypervisor has a direct physical connection to the NVE (in which case the significance is local to the physical link), or whether there is an Ethernet switch (e.g. a blade switch) connecting the Hypervisor to the NVE (in which case the significance is local to the intervening switch and all the links connected to it).

These VLAN tags are used to differentiate between different VNs as packets cross the shared access network to the external NVE. When the NVE receives packets, it uses the VLAN tag to identify the VN of packets coming from a given Tenant System’s VNIC, strips the tag, and
adds the appropriate overlay encapsulation for that VN.

On the hypervisor-facing side of the NVE, a control plane protocol is necessary to provide an NVE with the information it needs to provide connectivity across the Virtual Network for a given VNIC. Specifically, the Hypervisor (or Network Service Appliance) utilizing an external NVE needs to "attach to" and "detach from" a VN, as well as communicate the addresses within that VN that are reachable within it. Thus, they will need a protocol that runs across the access network between the two devices that identifies the Tenant System (TS) VNIC addresses and VN Name (or ID) for which the NVE is providing service. In addition, such a protocol will identify a locally significant tag (e.g., an 802.1Q VLAN tag) that can be used to identify the data frames that flow between the TS VNIC and the VN.

4.1. VN Connect/Disconnect

In the previous figures, NVEs reside on an external networking device (e.g. an access switch). When an NVE is external, a protocol is needed between the End Device (e.g. Hypervisor) making use of the external NVE and the external NVE in order to make the NVE aware of the changing VN membership requirements of the Tenant Systems within the End Device.

A key driver for using a protocol rather than using static configuration of the external NVE is because the VN connectivity requirements can change frequently as VMs are brought up, moved and brought down on various hypervisors throughout the data center.

The NVE must be notified when an End Device requires connection to a particular VN and when it no longer requires connection. In addition, the external NVE must provide a local tag value for each connected VN to the End Device to use for exchange of packets between the End Device and the NVE (e.g. a locally significant 802.1Q tag value).

The Identification of the VN in this protocol could either be through a VN Name or a VN ID. A globally unique VN Name facilitates portability of a Tenant’s Virtual Data Center. When a VN within a VDC is instantiated within a particular administrative domain, it can be allocated a VN Context which only the NVE needs to use. Once an NVE receives a VN connect indication, the NVE needs a way to get a VN Context allocated (or receive the already allocated VN Context) for a given VN Name or ID (as well as any other information needed to transmit encapsulated packets). How this is done is the subject of the NVE-to-oracle (called NVE-to-IMA in this document) protocol which are part of work items 1 and 2 in [I-D.ietf-nvo3-overlay-problem-statement].
An End Device that is making use of an offloaded NVE only needs to communicate the VN Name or ID to the NVE, and get back a locally significant tag value.

4.2. VNIC Address Association

Typically, a VNIC is assigned a single MAC address and all frames transmitted and received on that VNIC use that single MAC address. As discussed in the section above on the containment hierarch, it is also possible for a Tenant System to exchange frames using multiple MAC addresses (ones that are not assigned to the VNIC) or packets with multiple IP addresses.

Particularly in the case of a TS that is forwarding frames or packets from other TSs, the NVE will need to communicate the mapping between the NVE’s IP address (on the underlying network) and ALL the addresses the TS is forwarding on behalf of to the Information Mapping Authority (IMA).

The NVE has two ways in which it can discover the tenant addresses for which frames must be forwarded to a given End Device (and ultimately to the TS within that End Device).

1. It can glean the addresses by inspecting the source addresses in packets it receives from the End Device.

2. The End Device can explicitly signal the addresses to the NVE. The End Device could have discovered the addresses for a given VNIC by gleaning them itself from data packets sent by the VNIC, or by some other internal means within the End Device itself.

To perform the second approach above, the "hypervisor-to-NVE" protocol requires a means to allow End Devices to communicate new tenant addresses associations for a given VNIC within a given VN.

4.3. VNIC Address Disassociation

When a VNIC within an End Device terminates function (due to events such as VNIC shutdown, Tenant System (TS) shutdown, or VM migration to another hypervisor), all addresses associated with that VNIC must be disassociated with the End Device on the connected NVE.

If the VNIC only has a single address associated with it, then this can be a single address disassociate message to the NVE. However, if the VNIC had hundreds of addresses associated with it, then the protocol with the NVE would be better optimized to simply disassociate the VNIC with the NVE, and the NVE can automatically disassociate all addresses that were associated with the VNIC.
Having TS addresses associated with a VNIC can also provide scalability benefits when the VM migrates between hypervisors that are connected to the same NVE. When a VM migrates to another hypervisor connected to the same NVE, if the NVE is aware of the migration, there is no need for all the addresses to be purged from NVE (and IMA) only to be immediately re-established again when the VM migration completes.

If the device containing the NVE is supporting many hypervisors, it may be quite likely that the VM migration will result in the VNICs still being associated with the same NVE, but simply on a different port. From the point of view of the IMA, nothing has changed and it would be inefficient to signal these changes to the IMA for no benefit. The NVE only needs to associate the addresses with a different port/tag pair.

It is possible for the NVE to handle a VM migration by using a timer to retain the VNIC addresses for a short time to see if the disassociated VNIC re-associates on another NVE port, but this could be better handled if the NVE knew the difference between a VNIC/VM shutdown and a VM migration. This leads to the next section.

4.4. VNIC Shutdown/Startup/Migration

As discussed above, the NVE can make optimizations if it knows which addresses are associated with which VNICs within an End Device and also is notified of state changes of that VNIC, specifically the difference between VNIC shutdown/startup and VNIC migration arrival/departure.

Upon VNIC shutdown, the NVE can immediately signal to the IMA that the bindings of the VNIC’s addresses to the NVE’s IP address can be removed.

Upon VNIC arrival, the NVE could either start a timer to hold the VNIC address bindings waiting to see if the VNIC arrives on a different port, or if there is a pre-arrival handshake with the NVE, then it will already know that the VNIC is going to be reassigned with the same NVE.

Upon VNIC arrival, the NVE knows that any addresses previously bound to the VNIC are still present and has no need to signal any change in address mappings to the IMA.

Note that if the IMA is also aware of VNIC address bindings, it can similarly participate efficiently in a VM migration that occurs across two different NVEs.
4.5. VN Profile

Once an NVE (embedded or external) receives a VN connect indication with a specified VN Name or ID, the NVE must determine the VN Context value to encapsulate packets with as well as other information that may be needed (e.g., QoS settings). The NVE serving that hypervisor needs a way to get a VN Context allocated or receive the already allocated VN Context for a given VN Name or ID (as well as any other information needed to transmit encapsulated packets). A protocol for an NVE to get this mapping may be a useful function, but would be the subject of work items 1 and 2 in [I-D.ietf-nvo3-overlay-problem-statement].

5. Security Considerations

Editor's Note: This is an initial start on the security considerations section; it will need to be expanded, and suggestions for material to add are welcome.

NVEs must ensure that only properly authorized Tenant Systems are allowed to join and become a part of any specific Virtual Network. In addition, NVEs will need appropriate mechanisms to ensure that any hypervisor wishing to use the services of an NVE are properly authorized to do so. One design point is whether the hypervisor should supply the NVE with necessary information (e.g., VM addresses, VN information, or other parameters) that the NVE uses directly, or whether the hypervisor should only supply a VN ID and an identifier for the associated VM (e.g., its MAC address), with the NVE using that information to obtain the information needed to validate the hypervisor-provided parameters or obtain related parameters in a secure manner.
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1. Introduction

[I.D-ietf-nvo3-framework] discusses using Dynamic data plane learning or control plane protocol to build and maintain the mapping tables and deliver encapsulated packets to their proper destination. However, there is no relevant work to discuss how those capability can be realized in details at the NVEs. This document provides an overview of MAC address learning using ARP and discuss several MAC address learning methods by relying on ARP and mapping tables through data plane and control plane in NVO3. Comparing and evaluating these methods will be provided in the future version.
2. Conventions used in this document

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC2119 [RFC2119].
3. Overview of MAC address learning using ARP

This document addresses how to build and maintain mapping table at the NVE associated with the tenant system through data plane learning or control plane.

Figure 1 shows the example architecture for MAC learning using ARP. This example architecture assumes that:

- Tenant system A is connecting to VN by attaching to NVE X. Tenant System A knows IP address of Tenant System B but does not know MAC address of Tenant System B.
- Tenant system B is connecting to VN by attaching to NVE Y. Tenant System B knows IP address of Tenant System A but does not know MAC address of Tenant System A.
- NVE X associated with tenant system A doesn’t know IP address and MAC address of tenant system B.
- NVE Y associated with tenant system B doesn’t know IP address and MAC address of tenant system A.
Figure 1: Figure 1 Example of MAC learning using ARP
4. Possible solutions for MAC learning using ARP Resolution

MAC addresses of the Tenant systems also can be learnt by NVE through data plane and control plane. The following section outlines several examples for MAC learning using ARP resolution.

4.1. MAC learning using flooding without MAC hiding

The packet flow and control plane operation for MAC learning are as follows:

- Tenant system A sends a broadcast ARP message to discover the MAC address of Tenant system B. The message contains IP_B in the ARP message payload.

- The ARP proxy in NVE X, receiving the ARP message, will flood it on the overlay network for TESID = <VNID,IP_B,*>.

- The ARP message will be intercepted by NVE (i.e., NVE Y) which maintain mapping table matching TESID = <VNID,IP_B,*>. NVE Y, will forward the ARP message to tenant system B. Tenant System B send ARP reply to tenant system A containing the mapping TESID=<VNID,IP_B,MAC_B>.

- NVE X intercept ARP reply message and populates the map-table with the received entry, then send it to Tenant System A that includes MAC_B and IP_B of Tenant System B.

- Tenant system A learns MAC_B from the ARP rely message and can now send a packet to Tenant system B by including MAC_B, and IP_B, as destination addresses.

4.2. MAC learning using NVE-oracle interaction

The packet flow and control plane operation for MAC learning are as follows:

- Tenant System A sends a broadcast ARP message to discover the MAC address of Tenant system B. The message contains IP_B in the ARP message payload.

- NVE A, receiving the ARP message, but rather than flooding it on the overlay network sends a Map-Request to the backend Oracle that maintains mapping information for entire overlay network for TESID = <VNID,IP_B,*>.

- The Map-Request is routed by the backend Oracle to NVE Y, that will send a Map-Reply back to NVE X containing the mapping
TESID=<VNID,IP_B,MAC_B>. Alternatively, depending on the Backend Oracle configuration, the backend Oracle may send directly a Map-Reply to NVE X.

- NVE X populates the map-table with the received entry, and sends an ARP-Agent Reply to Tenant System A that includes MAC_B and IP_B.
- Tenant system A learns MAC_B from the ARP message and can now send a packet to Tenant system B by including MAC_B, and IP_B, as destination addresses.

4.3. MAC learning using control plane operation and MAC hiding

MAC addresses of the Tenant systems also can be learnt by NVE through control plane.

When tenant system A is attached to NVE X, the mapping table TESID=<VNID,IP_A,MAC_A> should be populated at the local NVE A. In order to enable tenant system A to communicate with any tenant system that is not under NVE X, the mapping table should be distributed to all the remote NVEs that belong to the same VN even through there is no tenant system which communicates with tenant system A behind the remote NVE. In order to achieve this, NVE X should know the list of remote NVE that belong to the same VN as NVE X and distribute the mapping table to each remote NVE. Alternatively, backend Oracle may know a list of tenant systems that is in communication with tenant system A and which remote NVE these tenant systems are attached to. So NVE X distribute the mapping table to the backend Oracle which in turn determine which remote NVE should populate mapping table and distribute mapping table to the corresponding remote NVE. The packet flow for MAC learning in data plane are as follows:

- Tenant system A sends a broadcast ARP message to discover the MAC address of Tenant system B. The message contains IP_B in the ARP message payload.
- The ARP proxy in NVE X, will terminate the ARP message, and create a ARP reply message, set the inner destination MAC address in the inner Ethernet header and sender MAC address in the payload of ARP reply message to NVE X's MAC address then send it back to tenant system A. Therefore ARP message is restricted within layer 2 network behind NVE X and will not be flooded to the entire overlay network at the outsider of NVE X.
- Tenant system A learns MAC_B from the ARP reply message and send a packet to Tenant system B by including MAC_X, and IP_B, as destination addresses.
NVE X, will intercept the packet from tenant system A and perform a lookup operation in its map table for the destination TESID=<VNID, IP_B> and determine which tunnel the packet needs to be sent to. Then NVE X encapsulate the packet from tenant system A into tunnel header with NVE Y IP_Y as the destination address NVE X IP_X as the source address and transmit it across overlay network.

o NVE Y decapsulates the tunnel packet from NVE X and take out the packet from tenant system A and send to the tenant system B.

4.4. MAC learning using control plane operation without MAC hiding

MAC addresses of the Tenant systems also can be learnt by NVE through control plane.

When tenant system A is attached to NVE X, the mapping table TESID=<VNID, IP_A, MAC_A> should be populated at the local NVE A. In order to enable tenant system A to communicate with any tenant system that is not under NVE X, the mapping table should be distributed to all the remote NVEs that belong to the same VN even through there is no tenant system which communicate with tenant system A behind the remote NVE. In order to achieve this, NVE X should know the list of remote NVE that belong to the same VN as NVE X and distribute the mapping table to each remote NVE. Alternatively, backend Oracle may know a list of tenant systems that is in communication with tenant system A and which remote NVE these tenant systems are attached to. So NVE X distribute the mapping table to the backend Oracle which in turn determine which remote NVE should populate mapping table and distribute mapping table to the corresponding remote NVE. The packet flow for MAC learning in data plane are as follows:

o Tenant system A sends a broadcast ARP message to discover the MAC address of Tenant system B. The message contains IP_B in the ARP message payload.

o The ARP proxy in NVE X, will terminate the ARP message, and look up the MAC_B in the local mapping table send the ARP reply message to tenant system A that includes MAC_B and IP_B. Therefore ARP message is restricted within layer 2 network behind NVE X and will not be flooded to the entire overlay network at the outsider of NVE X.

o Tenant system A learns MAC_B from the ARP rely message and send a packet to Tenant system B by including MAC_B, and IP_B, as destination addresses.
o NVE X, will intercept the packet from tenant system A and perform a lookup operation in its map table for the destination TESID=<VNID, IP_B> and determine which tunnel the packet needs to be sent to. Then NVE X encapsulate the packet from tenant system A into tunnel header with NVE Y IP_Y as the destination address NVE X IP_X as the source address and transmit it across overlay network.

o NVE Y decapsulates the tunnel packet from NVE X and take out the packet from tenant system A and send to the tenant system B.
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1. Introduction

In [I.D-ietf-nvo3-framework], one control component is defined to provide the capability for Address advertisement and tunnel mapping. In [I.D-fw-nvo3-server2vcenter], the control interface between NVE and interconnection functionality is defined to provide the capability:

- Enforce the network policy for each VM in the path from the NVE Edge associated with VM to the Tenant End System.
- Populate forwarding table in the path from the NVE Edge associated with VM to the Tenant End System in the data center.
- Populate mapping table in each NVE Edge that is in the virtual network across data centers under the control of the Director.

However, there is no relevant work to discuss how those capability can be realized at the NVEs. This document goes into details to discuss how to provide control plane and forward plane information to the NVE associated with the tenant system for enabling interconnect between Tenant Systems that belong to specific tenant network.
2. Conventions used in this document

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC2119 [RFC2119].

Site:

If multiple tenant systems connect to the VN through one NVE, the collection of these tenant systems and the NVE associated with these tenant systems are referred to as a site or virtualization network subnet.
3. Solution Overview

This document addresses how to provide control plane and forward plane information to the NVE associated with the tenant system for enabling interconnect between Tenant Systems that belong to specific tenant network.

Figure 1 shows the example architecture for interconnection between tenant systems. This example architecture assumes that:

- One tenant system or a NVE may belong to one tenant VN or several tenant VNs, e.g., VMa and NVE Edge4 belong to both VN2 and VN3.

- If one tenant system belongs to multiple tenant VNs, it may connect to each tenant VN by being attached to one NVE or multiple NVEs, e.g., VM1 connect to VN1 by being attached to NVE Edge1.

- One site may belong to one tenant VN or several tenant VNs, e.g., Site 2 belong to both VN2 and VN3.

- If one tenant system in one VN want to communicate with one tenant system in another VN, the interconnection functionality should get involved to setup tunnel between the interconnection functionality and the NVEs associated with the tenant system.
Figure 1: Figure 1.
4. Mapping tables at the NVE

Every NVE pair (local NVE and remote NVE) associated with the tenant system MUST maintain a mapping table entry for each currently attached tenant system. Each mapping table entry conceptually contains the following fields:

- The tunnel interface identifier (tunnel-if-id) of the tunnel between the remote NVE and the local NVE where the tenant system is currently attached. The tunnel interface identifier is acquired during the tunnel creation.
- The MAC address of the attached tenant end system. This MAC address is obtained from auto-discovery protocol between Tenant System and its local NVE.
- The IP address of the attached tenant system. This IP address is obtained from auto-discovery protocol between Tenant System and its local NVE.
- The IP address of the local NVE associated with the tenant system.
- The Identifier of VN context-VNID. This Identifier is obtained from auto-discovery protocol between Tenant System and its local NVE.
5. Key functions for signaling control/forwarding info to NVEs

5.1. Create and Update tenant Virtual Network (VN)

The tenant virtualization network(VN) is a collection of tenant systems, Network Virtualization Edges (NVE)(s) and end systems that are interconnected with each other. The tenant VN also consists of a set of sites where each can send traffic directly to the other.

In order to create or update a tenant VN, when a Tenant System is attached to a local NVE, the tenant system should inform the attached local NVE which VN the tenant system belong to.

- If the tenant system are the first participant in the VN through the local NVE, the tenant system and associated local NVE should be firstly added to the VN and the mapping table should be setup at the local NVE for each attached tenant system.

- If both the tenant system and the local NVE are not on the VN, the tenant system and associated local should be firstly added to the VN and then the mapping table associated with this tenant system should be setup at the local NVE and distributed to the other remote NVEs that belong to the same VN.

- If the local NVE is on the same tenant VN as the tenant system associated with the local NVE, only the tenant system needs to be added into the VN, i.e., the local NVE only needs to distribute mapping table at the local NVE to the other remote NVEs that belong to the same tenant VN.

- If the local NVE is not on the same tenant VN as the tenant system associated with that local NVE, the local NVE should firstly be added into the VN and then distributes the new mapping table at the local NVE to the other remote NVEs that belong to the same tenant VN.

- If one tenant system is the last participant connecting to the VN through local NVE, when this tenant system leave the VN, the local NVE associated with this tenant system should be removed from the VN. The mapping table associated with this tenant system should be removed from the local NVE associated with this tenant system.

5.2. Associate the NVE and tenant system with VN context

The VN context includes a set of configuration attributes defining access and tunnel policies and (L2 and/or L3) forwarding functions. When a Tenant System is attached to a local NVE, a VN network instance should be allocated to the local NVE. The tenant system
should be associated with the specific VN context using virtual Network Instance (VNI). The tenant system should also inform the attached local NVE which VN context the tenant system belong to. Therefore the VN context can be bound with the data path from the tenant system to the local NVE and the tunnel from local NVE associated with the tenant system and all the remote NVEs that belong to the same VN as the local NVE. For the data path from the tenant system and the local NVE, the network policy can be installed on the underlying switched network and forwarding tables also can be populated to each network elements in the underlying network based on the specific VNI associated with the tenant system. For the tunnel from local NVE to the remote NVEs, the traffic engineering information can be applied to each tunnel based on VNI associated with the tenant system.

5.3. Populate mapping tables at the local NVE

In some cases, two tenant systems may be attached to the same local NVE. In order to allow the NVE to locally route traffic between two tenant systems that are attached to the same NVE, the mapping table that maps a final destination address to the proper tunnel should be populated at the local NVE.

In some cases, two tenant systems may connect to the different VNs through the same interconnection functionality, in order to allow two tenant systems communication between two VNs, the mapping table that maps a final destination address to the proper tunnel should be populated in both NVE associated with two communicated tenant system and the interconnection functionality associated corresponding NVE.

5.4. Distribute the mapping table to remote NVEs in the VN

When the packet sent from one tenant system arrives at the ingress NVE associated with that tenant system, in order to determine which tunnel the packet needs to be sent to, the mapping table that maps a final destination address to the proper tunnel should also be distributed to all the remote NVEs in the VN using a control plane protocol or dynamic data plane learning. The mapping table may be advertised directly to other remote NVEs that belong to the same VN or firstly advertised to the centralized controller that maintain global view of NVEs that belong to the same VN and then let the centralized controller distribute the mapping tables to all the relevant remote NVEs that belong to the same VN.

5.5. The mapping table update at the NVE when VM moves or connection fails

In some cases, one tenant system may be detached from one NVE and
move to another NVE. In such cases, the mapping table should be
removed from the NVE to which the tenant system was previously
attached and the new mapping table should be created at the new NVE
to which the tenant system is currently attached. Such mapping table
should be updated at each remote NVE associated with the tenant
system and the new NVE.

In some cases, one tenant system may fail to connect to the VN
through the NVE. In such cases, the mapping table should be removed
from the NVE to which the tenant system is currently attached. In
addition, the mapping table should be updated at each remote NVE in
the same VN through which the tenant system is communicating with the
destination tenant system.

5.6. The VN context re-association at the NVE when VM moves

In some cases, one tenant system may be detached from one NVE and
move to another NVE. In such cases, the VN context should be moved
from the NVE to which the tenant system was previously attached to
the new NVE to which the tenant system is currently attached. In
order to achieve this, the per tenant system VN context can be
maintained at the centralized database and be retrieved at the new
place based on the VN Identifier (VNID).
6. IANA Considerations

This document has no actions for IANA.
7. Security Considerations

TBC.
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Abstract

This document describes some additional functions and requirements for NVO3 framework [NVO3FRWK] and data plane requirements [DPREQ]. These additions are necessary in supporting VM communication and mobility.

Conventions used in this document

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC-2119 [RFC2119].
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1. Introduction

NVO3 framework [NVO3FRWK] and data plane requirement [DPREQ] documents specify the network virtualization overlay framework and data plane requirements, which aims on an architecture to support the network virtualization overlay in DC [NVO3PRBM]. The main application of NVO3 is to support multi-tenant networks on a common infrastructure, where a tenant virtual network may contain one or more subnets [HYPERV]. However, current framework specifies two NVE service types. Neither of them naturally supports the communication among the VMs when some VMs are on the same subnet and other on different. Second, one of the key aspects of NVO3 is to support the virtual machines (VM) mobility. However, neither document mentions VM mobility nor specifies any function and/or requirements in supporting VM mobility. This document addresses the two additions.

To use the terminologies specified in the framework document, this document refers VM mobility as to Tenant System mobility or TS mobility.

2. New NVE Service Type

2.1. Why a New NVE Service Type

A virtual machine on a server behaves like a physical server to an application or guest OS on it. This means that any frame from/to a virtual machine is an Ethernet frame, just as a frame from/to a physical server.

L2 NVE service type specified in the framework [NVO3FRWK] provides Ethernet LAN like service where multiple Tenant Systems appear to interconnected by an LAN environment over a set of L3 tunnels. However, from the host (physical servers or VMs) perspective, only the hosts on the same subnet can communicate in an LAN network. This implies that L2 NVE service type only applies to a single subnet.

L3 NVE service type [NVO3FRWK] provides a virtualized IP routing and forwarding like IETF IP VPN. The IP VPN emulates a route domain and provides forwarding and routing among TSes that are the same and/or different subnets. IETF IP VPN has the assumption that the Layer 3 MUST be implemented between a PE and a CE, which means between an NVE and a TS in this context. This assumption does not fit to the case where an NVE attached by the multiple TSes that are on the same subnet where the TSes uses bridging mechanism for the communication.
To support TSes, regardless on the same or different subnets, communicating in an L2 environment, this document suggests adding a new L2-3 NVE Service Type. Suggested Text for the framework and data plane requirement documents is in section 2.2 and section 2.3, respectively.

2.2. L2-3 NVE Providing IP Routing/Bridging-like Service (Framework Addition)

L2-3 NVE is similar to IRB function on a router [CIRB] device today. It supports the TSes attached to the NVE (locally or remotely) to communicate with each other when they are in a same route domain, i.e. a tenant virtual network. The NVE provides per tenant virtual switching and routing instance with address isolation and L3 tunnel encapsulation across the core. The L2-3 NVE supports the bridging among TSes that are on the same subnet and the routing among TSes that are on the different subnets.

2.3. L2-3 VNI (Data Plane Requirement Addition)

L2-3 VNI is MUST provide virtualized IP routing and bridging. L2-3 VNI MUST support per-tenant forwarding instance with IP and MAC address isolation and L3 tunneling for interconnecting instances of the same VNI on NVEs. L2-3 VNI MUST perform the virtual bridging for the Tenant Systems that are on the same subnet and the IP routing for the Tenant Systems that are on the different subnets. L2-3 VNI MUST support L2/3 gateway function.

L2-3 VNI MUST NOT change Tenant System communication mechanism in a route domain, i.e. a tenant virtual network, and not violate Tenant Systems communication rules. Tenant System communication rules are if Tenant Systems are on the same subnet, they are bridged directly; if Tenant Systems are on different subnets, they MUST communicate through a router. A tenant system uses the ARP/ND protocol to discover other tenant system MAC addresses if they are on the same subnet; a tenant system sends a packet to a known gateway if the destination of the packet is on different subnet from the sender TS; a tenant system uses ARP/ND protocol to find the gateway MAC address.

Forwarding table entries provide mapping information between MAC/IP and L3 Tunnel destination addresses. Such entries MAY be populated by a control or management plane.

The L2-3 VNI MUST support the ARP protocol at virtual access points (VAPs) and a default VGW MAC address.
In the case of L2-3 VNI, when the packet is forwarded from one subnet to another subnet, inner TTL field and outer TTL field process MUST be the same as described in L3 VNI section.

When tenant multicast is supported, L2-3 VNI SHOULD also be possible to select whether the NVE provides optimized multicast trees inside the VNI for individual tenant multicast groups or whether the default VNI multicast tree is used, where all the NVEs of the corresponding VNI are members, is used.

3. Tenant System Mobility

3.1. Background

NVO3 generic reference model specifies that a Tenant System can be attached to an NVE locally or remotely. The local means that a TS and the NVE are resident in the same device, e.g. server. The remote means a TS attached to the NVE via a point-to-point connection or a switched network, e.g. Ethernet.

When an NVE is local, the state of Tenant System can be provided without protocol assistance. This implies that when Tenant System state changes, the NVE is immediately aware of the changes. When an NVE is remote, the state of the Tenant System needs to be exchanged via a data or control plane protocol, or via a management entity.

VM mobility further requires support of hot and cold move [VMMOVE]. In the hot move, the moving is seamless to the application that runs on the moved TS, which implies that the existing connectivity between the moved TS and other TSes that the moved TS communicates with MUST be maintained while the TS is moved regardless if these TSes are on the same or different subnets.

When a TS and NVE are resident in the same device, the TS moves from one NVE, NVE1 to another NVE, NVE2. NVE2 instantly knows the TS address, state, and etc. However other NVEs that other TSes attach to and have the connectivity with the moved TS MUST be also aware of the TS new location, i.e. NVE2 location, and NVE2 MUST be also aware of these NVE locations in order to maintain the connectivity.

When a TS and NVE are remotely attached, TS moving only applies when a TS attaches to the NVE via a switched network, i.e. L2 physical and/or virtual network.[VMMOVE] In addition of the actions in the local NVE case (mentioned above), when an NVE is remote, the state of the Tenant System needs to be exchanged via a data or control plane protocol, or via a management entity.
Other two cases are a TS moved away from a local NVE and to a remote NVE and vice versa.

To support TS mobility, this document suggests adding a new section in the NVO3 framework and data plane requirement documents and the suggested text is in section 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

3.2. NVE Functions for TS Mobility (Framework Addition)

3.2.1. Tenant System Mobility

If an NVE (say ingress NVE) is responsible to notify other NVEs (egress NVEs) regarding a new moved TS attaching to it. If the ingress NVE is not yet on the tenant virtual network that the moved TS belongs to, the NVE MUST establish the membership to the virtual network first and create a virtual access point (VAP) to associate to the virtual network. The NVE MUST send a notification about the TS to other egress NVEs that has the same membership. This can be done via data plane or control plane. Upon receiving the notification from an ingress NVE, an egress NVE has to update its VNIs that are associate to the same membership. If an NVE is remote, the VNI MUST send the new TS address notification to the access networks via the virtual access points (VAPs).

Note that if the ingress NVE is L2-3 NVE, and if it is not yet on the same tenant virtual network subnet as the moved TS belongs to, the NVE MUST establish the membership to the virtual subnet network first and create a VAP to associate with it. The NVE MUST send a notification about the TS to other egress NVEs that has the same membership. If an NVE is remote, they MUST only send the notification to the access networks that are on the same tenant virtual subnet as the moved TS is on.

Note that, when a TS moves away from an NVE and it is the last TS attached to the NVE belong to the tenant virtual network, the NVE MAY delete the membership of the tenant virtual network.

3.2.2. Tenant Multicast Traffic

If a tenant application on a set of TSes needs to send broadcast or multicast traffic among them, the NVE multicast and broadcast capability can facilitate such forwarding [NVO3FRWK]. To support VM mobility, when one of the TSes is moved from one NVE (say NVE1) to another (say NVE2) in hot mode, the NVE2 has to know which multicast groups that the TS is associated with. If NVE2 is local, such information can be available to the NVE2 via some API; if NVE2 is remote, such information can be available to the NVE2 via data plane,
control plane, or management entity [NVO3FRWK]. If NVE2 is need to learn Tenant Multicast Groups that a moved TS is on, the NVEs MUST be able to send a query message to the moved TS; The TS response which groups it is on.

Once NVE2 knows which multicast groups that the new attached TS is associated with, NVE2 MUST bind itself to these multicast groups if it is not on yet. Furthermore, NVE2 MAY (if not yet) have to bind the overlay multicast groups to one or more underlying multicast tree if it uses the underlay multicast trees to delivery overlay multicast traffic. An NVE MUST provide these capabilities, if it supports tenant multicast traffic, to ensure tenant application seamlessly running while a Tenant System is moved.

Similarly, when NVE1 knows a TS moved away and being the last one on the tenant virtual network, NVE1 MAY unbind itself to the corresponding multicast group. Furthermore, if this is the last multicast group on the NVE1, NVE1 MAY unbind the multicast group to the shared multicast tree if used.

3.2.3. The Policy Associated With TS

An NVE provides the policy based forwarding and routing [NVO3FRWK] [DPREQ]. When a TS is moved from one NVE (say NVE1) to another (say NVE2), the NVE2 has to apply to the same set of policy to the TS as well. If TS related policies are specified in the TS service profile that is moved along with the TS, and the file can be passed to the NVE2 via API if the TS is locally attached to or via a data plane or control plane protocol, or a management entity if remotely attached to. An NVE MUST be able to automatically install these policies at the VAP that a new TS attaches to. NVE1 MUST automatically delete the policies that are applied to the moved TS only.

3.3. Tenant System Mobility (Data Plane Requirement Addition)

If the data plane learning is used to populate the forwarding table[DPREQ], an NVE (local or remote) MUST be able to send a notification message to all the NVEs that are the membership of the tenant virtual network that the TS belongs to, e.g. ARP gratuitous message. The notification MUST contain the TS address and tenant VN ID. Upon receiving the notification message, an NVE MUST update the corresponding VNI indicated in the NVO3 overlay header. If the receiving NVE is remote, the NVE MUST send a notification to the local access networks that is on the same subnet as of one indicated in the NVO3 overlay header via the VAPs.
4. Security Considerations

When a Tenant System is moved from one NVE to another, automatic virtual network membership creation on an NVE may leave some security concern. Either certain authentication is needed for an NVE to accept a new TS or management entity assisted process is used to ensure the security.

Supporting TS mobility brings a new challenge for NVO3 is discussed in [NVO3PRBM].

5. IANA Considerations

The document does not require any IANA action.
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